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Introduction
A thorough understanding of the microstructures produced through solidification in
peritectic systems has yet to be achieved, even though a large number of industrially and
scientifically significant materials are in this class. One type of microstructure frequently
observed during directional solidification consists of alternating layers of primary solid and
peritectic solid oriented perpendicular to the growth direction [1-10]. This layer formation is
usually reported for alloy compositions within the two-phase region of the peritectic isotherm
and for temperature gradient and growth rate conditions that result in a planar solid-liquid
interlace. Layered growth in peritectic alloys has not previously been characterized on a
quantitative basis, nor has a mechanism for its formation been verified. The mechanisms that
have been proposed for layer formation can be categorized as either extrinsic [1,4,10] or intrinsic
[2,3,5,1 !] to the alloy system. The extrinsic mechanisms rely on externally induced
perturbations to the system for layer formation, such as temperature oscillations, growth velocity
variations, or vibrations. The intrinsic mechanisms approach layer formation as an alternative
type of two phase growth that is inherent for certain peritectic systems and solidification
conditions. Convective mixing ot" the liquid is an additional variable which can strongly
influence the development and appearance of layers due to the requisite slow growth rate. The
first quantitative description of layer formation is a model recently developed by Trivedi based
on the intrinsic mechanism of cyclic accumulation and depletion of solute in the liquid ahead of
the interlace, linked to repeated nucleation events in the absence of convection [12]. The
objective of this research is to characterize the layered microstructures developed during ground-
based experiments in which external influences have been minimized as much as possible and to
compare these results to the current the model. Also, the differences between intrinsic and
externally influenced layer formation were explored.
The choice of alloy system is critical to a study of the formation of layered
microstructures. The ideal system would have a well-characterized phase diagram, equal
densities of both elements in the liquid state to minimize compositionally-driven convective
flows, a low peritectic temperature to simplit}' directional solidification and the achievement of a
high temperature gradient in the liquid, a broad composition range for the peritectic reaction, and
a reasonable hardness at room temperature to facilitate handling and metallographic preparation.
Tile In-Sn system was selected initially due to a very low peritectic temperature and the nearly
equal densities of In and Sn in the liquid state. Since the In-rich peritectic reaction had
apparently not been utilized previously for solidification research, experiments were conducted
to check the phase diagram in the region of interest (see Section I and Reference 13). The alloys
in this system proved to be difficult to handle and prepare in bulk form with the equipment
available, so experiments were initiated with the Sn-Cd system. Layered microstructures had
been observed previously in Sn-Cd alloys [2,5]. The solute element Cd is expected to be more
dense in the liquid state than Sn, which should minimize convection when solidification occurs
upward as was done for this research. A review of the phase diagram literature revealed a
discrepancy in the position of the peritectic phase field at the peritectic temperature. Directional
solidification experiments confirmed the version in the most recently published phase diagram
evaluation (see Section 1I and Reference 14). After selecting an intermediate alloy composition
which yielded a reasonably regular layered microstructure, directional solidification experiments
were conducted ovcr a range of growth velocities (see Section III and Reference 15). The
arrangement o1 the solid phases and other microstructural features were characterized, and the
layer lengtl_s and layer compositions were measured as a function of solidification distance.
These experiments were then repeated for a range of alloy compositions and a limited number of
growth velocities to investigate the effect of overall composition (see Section IV). Finally, these
alloys were also solidified in the presence ol temperature oscillations to study the interaction
between the natural lormation mechanism and external influences (see Section V).
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Section I: Determination of the In-Rich Peritectic Region in the ln-Sn System
by Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Abstract
Phase conapositions at the In-rich peritectic isotherm in the ln-Sn phase diagram and related
liquidus and sul idus slopes were determined through differential scanning calorimetry. The
resultant liquid composition at the peritectic temperature was essentially the same as reported in
previous _urk [ I .2 I. but the compositions of primary (In) and peritectic [3 were significantly
higher in tla_: solute clement Sn than previously reported. These higher levels of Sn are most
likely due t_ reduced microsegregation resulting from the very slow heating and cooling rates
utilized in ttai_ \_,l k.
Unidircctional solidification in binary peritectic alloy systems yields a variety of
microstructurc_, depending on such factors as imposed growth rate and temperature gradient and
the overall allox Ct_lnpt)sition relative to the compositions at the peritectic isotherm [3.4]. In an
ongoing pr_gram to characterize such microstructures and model their development, the In-Sn
system was chosela fur study, in part due to the relatively low temperature peritectic reaction in
the In-rich regi_m ,_I the phase diagram. Thc research described in this note was driven by the
need for accur;_tc \ :lltlcs of the phase compositions and liquidus and solidus slopes at the
peritectic i.',_thclnl
Alh,\ _ ,+1 the desired compositions \_cre prepared by' melting 20 g batches of In and Sn of
99.99% pmity in glaphite crucibles in air and chill-casting into buttons. A piece from each
button, apprt_ximatcl\ 4 g in size, was rolled to a thickness of 1 mm, and disks of about 5 rnrn in
diameter and \_,.'iuhit_u 130 mg v, cre punched from the sheet. These disks were utilized for both
composition:_t ,_t_d ¢heHnal analysis. The alloys were allowed to equilibrate at room temperature
for several \_c_.'l,,, i:ti,w to analysis.
Allo\ ct+mp,+sitions xvere sclccted to extend past the range of the most recently published
values for phase compt_sitions at the peritectic isotherm of l0 at.% Sn (10.3 wt.% Sn) for the
primary' ln-ri__h :_olid st_lution and 14 at.% Sn (14.4 wt.% Sn) for the liquid [5]. Thirteen samples
were prepared x\ ith mm_inal compositions varying from 5.8 to 17.5 at.% Sn (6 to 18 wt.% Sn) in
1 at.% Sn {1 \\t" _,:'qnl increments. It should be noted that compositions were determined in
wt.% Sn and ct)n\ crtcd to at.% Sn using atomic mass values of 114.82 and 118.69 g/mole for In
and Sn, respccti\ cl_ ('heroical analyscs xvcrc conducted on five of the thirteen alloys to verify
the Sn COlltCiit> zlll,_]lt_ determine the levels of trace contaminants. The Sn contents were
measured u>tlle inducti\ clv coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) to 95%
confidence lit_tit> ,,t I_ctlcr than ±0.1 at.% St_ (-_-0.1 wt.% Sn) by analyzing each sample solution
six times x\ itt_ _t -,t,t,,)dL_td solution run bel',_cen each sample analysis. In addition, the Sn levels in
three disks t>l a -,i n,_,lc composition were determined to evaluate alloy homogeneity; the measured
Sn content,_ \xu_c li:c ,,tune. The I('P-At'I,"; analvses of the five alloys indicated that the actual
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alloy compositionswereanaverageof 0.1a1.%Sn(0.I wt.% Sn)below thetargetcompositions.
As aconsequence,all el'the actualalloycompositionswereassumedto be0.1 at.% Sn(0.1 wt.%
Sn)lower thanthetargetcompositions.Thelevelsof themostlikely contaminants,C, O, andN,
weredeterminedandloundto beinsignificant(less than 50 ppm by weight). Based on these
results, the allm compositions reported in Table 1 are representative of each alloy batch and
reliable to within 0.1 at.% Sn (0.1 wt.% Sn).
Tenlperatures at the phase boundaries were acquired through differential scanning
calorimetry (1)S(') as tk)llows. Samples were placed in A1 pans with press-fit lids; the high
malleability of the In alloys ensured good thermal contact. The sample temperature was
measured with it lype K thermocouple. A flowing N 2 atmosphere was employed during testing to
prevent oxidalion. Prior to analyzing samples of the various alloys, the DSC unit was calibrated
against a sample o1 the pure In used to make the alloys which had been prepared by the same
procedure: tile tcmi_erature correction was negligible. The DSC unit and sample were
equilibrated :_t a temperature approximately 10°C below the lowest temperature of interest fi_r the
given sainplc, lhc tclnperatule was then increased at a rate of 0. i°C/min to a temperature
approximatel> I():'(' above the highest temperature of interest. A cooling cycle was then
conducted at the same rate, and the complete heating/cooling cycle was repeated for comparison.
From the resultant heat Ilow versus temperature plots, the onset temperatures were determined as
the intersectit_n _1 tt_c i_mgent to the initial side of the peak with the baseline level. For cases
where undercoolins! xx_ls evident ((In) and [_ liquidus boundaries), the onset temperature was
defined as the hi_llCSl temperature observed after the heat flow deviated from the baseline level.
Solidus tcmpcrmttrcs and the perilectic temperature were measured from the heating cycles,
while liquidus tclnpcratures and the peritectic temperature were obtained from the cooling cycles.
Since the pcrilcctic tc_perature is constant in a binary system, the error in temperature
determinatiol_ inhcrcm to this procedure can be estimated from these values. The average of the
measured peritcctic lcmpcramres at 95% confidence limits is within ±0. I°C of the true value.
Assuming tha_t the mcz_surenlcnt distributions were similar for the other temperatures, error bars
at 95% conIictcl_cc limits wcrc approximated fi_r these temperatures by decreasing the number of
measuremcms i_ Ib.c error equation.
lhc oi>ct tc'./_t_crciturcs l]om both the first and second heating and cooling cycles are
reported in lablc I Ihc phase transitiola represented by each onset temperature was assigned
based on the al_sulinpti_>l/ola peritcctic reaction similar to those reported previously [1,2,5]. The
values dclcrmincd '.L_t!I_c pcritectic temperature from both of the heating and cooling cycles are
quite similar, x\ hict_ ",_csts that temperatures obtained from the different cycles can be directly
compared \_ itho_l Ii_c ,G_plication olany correction. The temperatures for the (In) liquidus, (In)
solidus, and I_ liquidct> _llso exhibit no significant differences between the two cycles. However,
the [] solidus tempcr_Ik_rcs obtained liom the second heating cycle are lower in all cases than
those obtained Iro_ thu Iirst heating cycle, which is consistent with the occurrence of
microsegrc_atitm dtil-in_, the Illst cooling cycle. For this reason, only the values for the [3 solidus
from the lirst hccitil_,_, cx tie will bc used to develop the experimental phase diagram. These [3
solidus tCml_craturu,, <_l_dthe averages of the temperatures for the (In) liquidus, (In) solidus, [3
liquidus, and pcritcctic isotherm arc plotted in Figure 1. An additional point shown clearly in
Figure 1 is that the pcrilectic reaction occurred at alloy compositions with lower Sn levels than
allowed I_\ the inlcr-,cclion of the pcritectic isotherm and the (In) solidus, namely at 9.6, 10.6,
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and 11.6at.% Sn(9.9, 10.9,and11.9wt.% SI]). The detection of the peritectic reaction at these
compositions is again related to microsegregation during solidification, which caused a small
amount of liquid to be present at the peri tectic temperature. The degree of microsegregation was
apparently insuft]cient to affect the nleasurement of the temperatures at the (In) solidus, since no
deviation in this boundary is evident at compositions close to the peritectic reaction.
Phase boundaries lbr the diagram were developed by fitting equations to the data in Table
1. Linear equations \_crc used lbr the final version rather than second or third order polynomials,
because extrapolations of the boundaries thus obtained were more correct and the closeness of fit
was almost the same l hree other conditions were also applied to these equations in order to
obey phase rules. 1 I. Ihc (in) liquidus and solidus should meet at the equilibrium melting
temperature of pure In. I'his condition was met by the fitted equations for the data, although at a
temperature 0.5°( ` bcloxx the reported melting point [5]. 21).The (In) liquidus and 13liquidus
should cross at the pcritcctic temperature, which was accomplished by adjusting the equation for
the 13liquidus sli_latly. 3 ). The 13liquidus and solidus should meet at the metastable melting
point of pure In in lhc ['_lotto. Assuming that the metastable extensions of the [3 liquidus and
solidus can be reprcscnIcd by straight lines, the equation for the 13solidus was altered to intersect
the 13liquidus at t)", Sn. l'he restlllant phase boundaries are included in Figure 1. Values at the
peritectic isotherln and equations for ihe phase boundaries are reported in Table 2.
lhc phase bt_tmdaries determined in this work coincide in certain respects with those
previously lnublishcd b\ t!vans and l>rince I2] and by Okamoto [5], which is based in this region
primaril.v on the \_ork oI I teLmmnla and Alpaut [1 ]. The peritectic temperature and the value
given b\ the (In) [iquidu_; and 1/ liquidum air the peritectic isotherm are quite similar (see "Fables 2
and 3). l[o\x cvcl_ the c,_mpositiol> o Illia) and [3 at the peritectic temperature reported in the
earlier \_orl, arc ,,ic _i lic,_nil\ Icy, or in Sn c_mtcnt. The most likely cause for these differences is
the relative dcgrcc _I chclnical hoinogcilcily in the solid during thermal analysis. The
significantl_', low cr hc,_ling and cooling rates employed in this work (0. l°C/min compared to 0.5
or 1°C/rain) should ha\ c reduced thc amount of microsegregation. Microsegregation during
cooling has the c[IL'ct oI-shifting the onsel temperatures for solidus boundaries to lower
coinpositi,ms. :is \xell ,i,, extending the compositional range over which the peritectic reaction is
detected.
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Table 1. Transition Temperatures from DSC Data
Alloy Temperatures from lteating Temperatures from Cooling
Composition Cycles (°C) Cycles (°C)
in At.°A, Sn (In) Peritectic [_ Solidus (In) Peritectic [3
(Wt.°A, Sn) Solidus Temp. Liquidus Temp. Liquidus
5.7 (5.9) 149.2 149.9
148.9 149.4
6.7 (6.9) 147.7 148.4
147.7 148.2
7.7 (7.9) 146.3 l 147.6
146.3 ; 147.5
8.6 (8.9) ' 146.2
146.3
, i9.6 (9.9)
10.6 (10.9)
145.2
145.4
] 143.0
I 143.7
J
[ 142.5
142.3
141.4
141.1
14().8
14(l.8
139.9
145.1
145.1
143.9
144.1
140.2
140.3
140.2
140.2
i
14o.5 i
11.6 (11.9) 140.6 143.0 140.2
140.6 143.2 140.2
12.5 (12.9) 140.6 141.5 140.2
140.6 140.4 141.5 140.2
13.5 (13.9) 14t).5 139.9 141.0 140.2
140.7 1.38..3 141.0 140.0
14.5 (14.9) 139.0 139.6
1 138.3 139.6
15.5 (15.9) i 1.37.7 138.6
i 1.37.5 138.6
I
16.4 (1),.9) ] 1" "__17._ 137.7
ii
i 136.5 137.8
17.4 (17.9) ] ] 1_36.4 136.8
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Alloy
Composition
in At.°A, Sn
(Wt.% Sn)
Temperatures from Heating
Cycles (°C)
Temperatures from Cooling
Cycles (°C)
(In) Peritectic l_ Solidus (In) Peritectic 13
Solidus Temp. Liquidus Temp. Liquidus
135.9 136.7
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Table 2. Values for In-Sn Phase Diagram
Peritectic Isotherm
Peritectic temperature
(In) composition
13composition
Liquid composition
140.3°C
12.5 at.% Sn (12.9 wt.% Sn)
13.4 at.% Sn (13.75 wt.% Sn)
13.9 at.% Sn (14.3 wt.% Sn)
Equations for
Phase Boundaries
(In) liquidus
(In) solidus
[3 liquidus
[3 solidus
T (°C) = 156.1 - 1.104C (wt.% Sn)
T (°C) = 156.1 - 1.226C (wt.% Sn)
l" (°C) = 154.6- 0.9988C (wt.% Sn)
] (°C) = 154.6 - 1.038C (wt.% Sn)
Table 3. l'eritectic Isotherm Values from Literature
Value a! lsoti_erm
Peritectic temperature
(In) composition
[3 composition
Liquid composition
Heumann and
Alpaut [I ]
143°C
10.0 at.% Sn
12.0 at.% Sn
14.0 at.% Sn
Evans and
Prince 12]
141°C
li.5 at.% Sn
12.0 at.% Sn
14.0 at.% Sn
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152 1 I I I I I I
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0
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I--
150
148
146
144
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140 -
138 -
136 -
(In)
liquid
134 i i i i I i i
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Composition (Wt% Sn)
Figure 1. Section of the In-Sn phase diagram showing data from the first heating cycle for the 13
solidus (V) and average values Ibr the (ln) liquidus (O), (In) solidus (A), 13 liquidus (I), and
peritectic isotherm (1). The (In) and [?,solvus boundaries were drawn using the lower
temperature data of Heunmnn and Alpaut [1 ].
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SectionIf: Measurementof the Peritectic Phase Composition in the Sn-Cd System
through Directional Solidification Techniques
As part of a research program aimed at characterizing and modeling the microstructures
produced in binary peritectic alloy systems during directional solidification, recent efforts have
focused on determining and verifying phase compositions at the peritectic isotherm in the Sn-Cd
system. Previous work utilizing this system [1,2] referred to a phase diagram [31]which differs
from the current evaluation [4] in the peritectic region (see Figure 1). The most significant
difference between the two versions is the location of the [3 phase field. The lower Cd level of
1.0 at.% Cd (0.9 wt.% Cd) given for [3 at the peritectic temperature in the current assessment is
based primarily on the work of Evans and Prince [5]. Other values determined previously for
this [3composition are 2.0 at.% Cd (1.9 wt.% Cd) [6] and 1.5 at.% Cd (1.4 wt.% Cd) [7]. To
verify the [3 composition at the peritectic isotherm for this study, two quite different techniques
were attempted: differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and directional solidification combined
with electron probe microanalysis. The DSC instrumentation and procedure utilized did not
produce conclusive results tbr the Sn-Cd system. As an alternative method for gathering phase
diagram information, an existing directional solidification apparatus was used to grow a sample
which supplied the requisite phase composition through electron microprobe examination.
Directional solidification is based on unidirectional heat flow parallel to the sample axis
in the vicinity of the solid-liquid interface, such that the isotherms are perpendicular to the
sample axis and growth direction. This situation can be achieved by placing one end of the
sample in a hot chamber and the other end in a cold chamber with an insulator located in an
intermediate position at the solid-liquid interface to prevent radial heat flow. Prior to the start of
directional solidification, the sample is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with a planar solid-
liquid interface, a uniform solid composition near the interlace, and a homogeneous liquid
composition. Movement of either the sample or the hot chamber and cold chamber relative to
the sample initiates directional solidification. When directional solidification begins, solute (Cd
in this case) is rejected into the liquid at the interface. This solute accumulation causes the solute
concentration of the liquid near the interface to increase. The solute concentration of the solid at
the interlace increases as well, since the solid and liquid compositions are linked through the
requirements for localized equilibrium. If a sample with a solute concentration slightly greater
than that of the liquid at the peritectic isotherm is directionally solidified, the composition of the
first [3 solid to form will be approximately that of [3 at the peritectic temperature. In practice, the
determination of this composition requires measuring the solute accumulation m the solid that
occurred during the first stage of directional growth and extrapolating back to the lowest solid
composition at the onset of solidification (see Figure 2).
Material of the desired composition was prepared by,' melting 100 g batches of Sn and Cd
of 99.99% purity in evacuated and Ar back-filled fused silica crucibles followed by agitation and
quenching into water to promote holnogeneity. These cast rods were then swaged to 5.1 mm in
diameter. Transverse sections approximately 1 mm thick weighing 150 nag were cut for I)SC
and bulk compositional analysis. The actual sample compositions were determined by
inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) to 95% confidence limits
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of betterthan0.1% Cd. It shouldbenotedthatcompositionsweredeterminedin wt.% Cdand
convertedto at.%Cdwith atomicmassvaluesof 118.69and112.40g/molefor SnandCd,
respectively.
ForDSCanalyses,sampleswith compositionsof 1.1,1.5,and !.8 at.%Cd (1.0, 1.4,and
1.7wt.% Cd)wereheatedandcooledat arateof 0.I °C/min throughatemperaturerangeof
roughly t90 to 240°C. This procedureworkedwell for apreviousinvestigationin theperitectic
regionof theIn-Snsystem[8], butyieldedinconclusiveresultsin thecaseof Sn-Cd. During the
heatingcycle,nopeakwasobservedwhichcouldbematchedwith the 13solidus. Since 13
decomposes through a eutectoid reaction at 133°C, this lack of a transition peak might be
attributed to insufficient time for 13to form once the material was heated above that temperature.
During the cooling cycle, the undercooling apparently required for the formation of cc was severe
enough that in some cases even the peritectic reaction was masked. Rather than attempt to
design a more complicated heating and cooling schedule for the DSC equipment available which
would have increased analysis costs, directional solidification techniques were utilized instead.
The target composition for the directional solidification sample was slightly higher than
the liquid composition of 4.0 at.% Cd (3.8 wt.% Cd) at the peritectic isotherm. The actual
composition was determined to be 4.1 at.% Cd (3.9 wt.% Cd). A section of swaged rod with a
mass of 28 g was solidified vertically upward in a 6 mm ID fused silica crucible as described in
more detail in [9]. The microstructure which developed in the region of initial directional
solidification is shown in Figure 3. The start of directional solidification was apparent from the
microstructure and is indicated on the figure. Beta appeared to be the only solidification product.
The '_[_" solid in the micrograph has a somewhat mottled appearance due to the fact that it
decomposed through the eutectoid transformation during cooling. The transt-brmed [3 is a two-
phase mixture of(Sn) and (Cd), but for simplicity will be referred to as [3.
The [3 composition profile in the vicinity of the initial directional solidification was
developed by analyzing a series of points using an electron microprobe with wavelength
dispersive spectrometers and pure elemental standards. The electron beam was defocused to a
10-15 gm diameter in order to increase sampling volume. At a given solidification distance in
the region of interest, 54 points spaced 0.1 mm apart were analyzed along a line perpendicular to
the growCh direction. These values were averaged to obtain a [3 composition for that particular
solidification distance. This procedure was repeated at 0.2 mm intervals parallel to the growth
direction. The resulting composition profile, corresponding to the area near the start of
directional solidification in Figure 3, is shown in Figure 4. The [3 composition at the onset of"
directional solidification is 1.1 at.% Cd (1.0 wt.% Cd) to a 95% confidence limit of0.1% Cd.
As stated previously, this composition is also the [3 composition at the peritectic temperature.
This value agrees with the currently accepted value given by Evans and Prince [5] within the
error limits of the technique. Thus, directional solidification combined with electron microprobe
analyses provided an alternative means for obtaining the peritectic phase composition without the
need for multiple sample compositions and analyses as would be required for more conventional
I)SC techniques.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing the composition profile in the region corresponding to the
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Figure 3. Optical micrograph of a longitudinal section through the center of the sample showing
the initial directional solidification region. The starting point for directional solidification is
indicated on the figure. While the sample was solidified vertically upward, tile micrograph is
oriented such that the growth direction is from left to right.
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Section II1: The Occurrence and Periodicity of Oscillating Peritectic Microstructures
Developed during Directional Solidification
Abstract
The layered microstructures that can form during plane-front directional solidification in
peritectic systems were characterized quantitatively as a function of growth velocity using a Sn-
Cd alloy. Layers were formed for an alloy composition outside of the two-phase peritectic
region in the absence of longitudinal macrosegregation. The layers did not extend over the entire
sample cross-sections, so that the layered regions had a different composition than the alloy.
Each of the two solids was found to be interconnected and continuous in three dimensions. The
layer lengths and individual layer compositions did not vary with solidification distance. The
average layer compositions were not a function of growth velocity and were approximately those
at the peritectic temperature. This research was compared to the current model by Trivedi, which
is based upon cyclic accumulation and depletion of solute in the liquid ahead of the interface
linked to repeated nucleation events, l'he dependence of layer length on growth velocity
predicted by the model was not obtained experimentally. The differences between results and
predictions are related to the continuity of the two solids and the non-uniform cross-sectional
composition in the Sn-Cd samples, which contradict assumptions of the model. A formation
mechanism involving competitive lateral growth between the two solids at the solid-liquid
interlace would be more consistent with tile current research.
Introduction
One of the microstructural variants that can occur in binary peritectic alloys during
directional solidification with a planar solid-liquid interface is alternating layers of primary solid
and peritectic solid oriented perpendicular to the growth direction [1-10]. For an alloy system
where the solute element is more dense in the liquid state than the solvent element, solidification
upward tends to stabilize the liquid against convective mixing in a terrestrial environment.
Under these conditions, the layers of primary and peritectic solid can form over large
solidification distances (see example in Reference 5). Layer formation in this case has been
reported for alloy compositions between the primary and peritectic phase compositions at the
peritectic isotherm [2,3,5].
The majority of these directional solidification studies on peritectic systems were
concerned with establishing the correlation between the morphology of the solid-liquid interface,
the phases forming at this interface, the alloy composition, and the ratio of temperature gradient
in the liquid to growth velocity ( G/V ). The development of the layered microstructures was
explained only qualitatively: three types of mechanisms intrinsic to the peritectic alloys have
been given. 1). Repetitive accumulation and depletion of solute in the liquid ahead of the
interface results from and causes alternating nucleation and growth of the two solids [2,3]. 2).
The primary solid nucleates in the peritectic solid behind the solid-liquid interface and grows
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pasttheperitecticsolid until sufficientsoluteaccumulatesin the liquid aheadof the interlaceto
cause nucleation of the peritectic solid [5]. 3). Metastable peritectic solid with a planar solid-
liquid interface can grow at a higher temperature than primary solid with a planar solid-liquid
interface, which suggests that a layer of peritectic solid can form ahead of the planar primary
front. However, the peritectic solid is not stable with respect to the primary solid above the
peritectic temperature, so the primary solid may nucleate and grow at the interface at the expense
of the peritectic solid [11 ].
A model has recently been developed by Trivedi [12] based on the first mechanism listed
above, which was originally proposed by Boettinger [2]; it can be summarized as follows. The
model assumes that solute transport in the liquid occurs only through diffusion (no convective
mixing), solid state diffusion is insignificant, and solidification conditions are such that a planar
solid-liquid interface is stable. This implies that a section perpendicular to the growth direction
will be not only isothermal but also generally have a uniform composition. For an alloy
composition between the primary c_ phase and peritectic [3 phase compositions at the peritectic
temperature, directional solidification starts with the formation of primary c_. Solute is rejected
into the liquid ahead of the solid-liquid interface, so that the liquid composition rises. Since the
compositions of o_ and the liquid are linked through the requirement for equilibrium at the
interface, the composition of ot likewise rises and the interface temperature decreases. Once the
interface temperature drops below the peritectic temperature, the metastable c_ liquidus is lower
than the equilibrium 13liquidus. If this undercooling provides sufficient driving force, 13can
nucleate before steady state solidification conditions are achieved for ct. As [3 nucleates and
grows, less solute is distributed into the liquid ahead of the interface because L3has a higher
solute content than _. As a consequence, the liquid composition at the interface decreases, the [3
composition at the interface decreases, and the interfacc temperature increases. Once the
interface temperature exceeds the peritectic temperature, a driving tbrce exists for the nucleation
of co If_ nucleates before steady state formation of 13is achieved, the first a layer is forlned and
the cycle repeats.
A mathematical description of this process was derived for the model by Trivedi [12]
using the evolution of the solute boundary layer described by' Tiller et al. [13]. The equations so
developed predict the composition profiles across the layers and the lengths of the layers as
functions of growth velocity, alloy composition, and various system parameters such as the
diffusion coefficient in the liquid, distribution coefficients, nucleation undercoolings, and
liquidus slopes. The equations for the solid composition profiles in the initial ct transient, a !3
layer, and an ct layer are written as:
C<, = C_-(C<,- k Co)exp[-k VZ/D _ ] [ll
where C is the composition in the c_ phase at the solid-liquid interface, Cis is the composition
in the 13phase at the interface, C o is the overall alloy composition, _Lt"l_-+"and _i_C'_-'/Jare the
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liquid compositionsatthe intertS.cefor thelayertransitionpoints, k<x is the distribution
coefficient for _ (= _/C_ ), k# is the distribution coefficient for 13(-- C,,s/C_ ), Vis the
growth velocity, D L is the diffusion coefficient for solute in the liquid, Z is the solidification
distance measured from the start of the initial transient, and Zts__<" and Z # are the
solidification distances at the most current layer transitions. The values of t''q_<" and r"<_#
--L --/. are
fixed by the respective undercoolings required for nucleation and the liquidus lines. Expressions
tbr the lengths of the layers, ,_<_ and /_ls , are produced by rearranging terms in equations 2 and
3 and substituting values for compositions and distances at the transition points.
DL "_#--L - Co
_'_= In k;_C_ _ Co
[41
[51
A direct comparison between layer compositions and lengths calculated through the model and
those determined experimentally can be made only if values have been well established for the
terms on the right hand side of equations 1-5. Even if these values are unavailable, certain
comparisons are still possible between predicted and observed layer features. For a given alloy
composition between the primary and peritectic phase compositions at the peritectic isotherm,
the model predicts that the layer lengths and the compositions at the transitions between layers
should not vary with solidification distance. The compositions at the transition points should
also be independent of growth velocity, because these values are linked only to the nucleation
undercoolings. Additionally, the lengths of individual layers should be inversely proportional to
the growth velocity.
Although this type of layered growth has been noted as an alternative type of two phase
growth lbr binary peritectic systems, the mechanism by which it forms and the precise conditions
necessary for its formation have yet to be verified experimentally. In the current study, these
oscillations in phase solidification have been characterized in terms of layer length and
composition measured parallel to the growth direction as a function of growth velocity and all()>'
composition. These data along with other microstrtlctural features were then compared to the
model in order to refine the present understanding of layer development. This paper tbcuses on
the experinlental restilts lbr one alloy composition in the selected alloy system.
Materials and Experimental Procedure
The Sn-Cd system was chosen lbr study, since this low melting point system has already
been observed to form layered structures in bulk directional solidification experiments [2,5]. In
addition, the solute element Cd is more dense in the liquid state than Sn. A stabilizing density
gradient is expected to develop during solidification upward, which should, in turn, minimize
density-driven convective flows. The section of the Sn-Cd phase diagram containing the
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peritecticreactionis shownin Figure1. This figureis drawnfrom Reference14,which is the
currentlypublishedphasediagramevaluation.At theperitectictemperatureof 223°C,three
phasesarein equilibrium: primarysolidctwith a compositionof approximately0.6 wt.% Cd,
peritecticsolid [3with a compositionof approximately0.9wt.% Cd,andliquid with a
compositionof 3.8wt.% Cd. Thereportedlocationof the[3phasefield at theperitectic
temperaturehasvariedsignificantly,from 0.9to 2.1wt.% Cd, in different versionsof thephase
diagram;recentwork hasconfirmedthatthecompositionof [3attheperitectictemperatureis 1.0
+0. l wt.% Cd [15]. It should be noted that [3 exists as a two-phase mixture ofo_ and (Cd) at
room temperature as the result of a eutectoid transformation which occurs during cooling. For
simplicity, this two-phase mixture will be referred to as [3 in the remainder of the paper.
Alloy rod stock fbr directional solidification was prepared as follows. In 100 g batches,
Sn and Cd of 99.99% purity in the appropriate amounts to yield the desired composition were
sealed in fused silica crucibles that had been evacuated and back-filled with At. This material
was then melted in a furnace, mixed by agitating the crucible, and quenched in water to promote
the degree of homogeneity. Each cast rod was swaged down to approximately 5 ram, so that
pieces of the alloy rod totaling roughly 28 g could be placed in 6 mm ID fused silica crucibles for
directional solidification.
In the directional solidification apparatus (described in detail in Reference 16), the
sample crucible remains stationary while the furnace and cooling chamber assembly are moved
upward at the desired growth velocity (see Table I), which produces solidification in the upward
direction. Average growth velocities were verified by a dial indicator and through the measured
sample directional solidification distance. The temperature gradient produced in a given material
is determined by the furnace temperature, the temperature of the water in the cooling chamber,
and, to a lesser degree, tile growth velocity. For these experiments, the tkmlacc was set at 750°C,
which yielded a temperature gradient in the liquid ahead of the solid-liquid interface of
approximately 17°C/ram (see Table I). The value of this temperature gradient was obtained by
recording temperature as a function of time while solidifying the alloy past a stationary
thermocouple placed inside the crucible.
For the directional solidification experiments, the sample was kept under vacuum during
the initial heating stage to remove water vapor and deleterious gases until the furnace
temperature approached to within 50°C of the onset of melting. At this point, tile crucible was
back-filled with Ar to minimize gas-sample reactions and material loss through vaporization.
The molten alloy was stirred to eliminate gas bubbles and promote homogenization atier tile
furnace reached 750°C. After time was allowed for thermal equilibration, the sample was rapidly
solidified at 0.5 mm/sec lbr approximately 20 rnm to facilitate heat transfer in tile cold zone. The
length of material remaining tbr directional solidification was approximately 1O0 nlm. After
thermal equilibration, a typical length of 40 to 50 mm of alloy was directionalh, solidified prior
to quenching to preserve the solid-liquid interface. Sections of the sample were mounted.
ground, and polished using conventional techniques and then etched with a solution of 5% nitric
acid and 95% lactic acid.
Bulk compositions were determined using inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission
spectrometry (ICP-AES). Sample disks were cut from alloy rod stock with a thickness of
approximately 1 mm and weighing 150 rag. Following dissolution, Cd contents were measured
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by analyzingeachsamplesolutionsix timeswith astandardsolutionanalyzedbetweeneachof
thesix sampledeterminations.ThisprocedureyieldedCdcompositionswith 95%confidence
limits of betterthan+0.1 wt.% Cd. Initial alloy compositionsweredeterminedfrom the
unmeltedpartof threedirectionally-solidifiedsamples(seeTableI).
Thecrystallographicorientationsof adjacentc{layersweredeterminedthroughelectron
backscatterdiffraction analysis[ 17,18]of longitudinalsectionsof analloy rod. To ensurea
minimally deformedsamplesurface,themountedsamplewasrepolishedwith 0.05gm alumina
andcolloidal silica followed by alight etch. Theorientationinformationwasobtainedin a
scanningelectronmicroscope(SEM)at low magnificationswith thesampletilted 64° from
horizontal. Two layeredregions,between25and40mmonaside,wereanalyzedin a 101xl01
grid of points. For eachanalysisregion,thesampleremainedstationarywhile theelectronbeam
wasmoved. At eachbeamlocation,theelectronbackscatterdiffraction patternwasdigitizedand
thenindexedandconvertedto anorientationvalueusinglatticeparametersandcrystalstructures
tbr pureSnandCd. Thepoint-to-pointsensitivityof thetechniqueison theorderof 0.5°. The
orientationwasidentified for at least80%of the locations;eachorientationwasassigneda gray
scalevalue. Theanalysispositionswerecorrectedfor the lengthdistortionintroducedby the
sampletilt, sothattheresultingorientation-locationmapcouldbecomparedto anoptical
micrographof thesamesamplearea.
Thelengthsof the layerswereobtainedfrom longitudinalsectionslocatednearthecenter
of thesample.Theselengthsweremeasuredalonglinesdrawnparallelto thegrowthdirection
throughregionscontainingaregulardistributionof theprimaryotandperitectic[3phases.Thec_
and[3lengthswereplottedasafunctionof solidificationdistance,whichwasmeasuredfrom the
beginnillgof the initial transientto themidpointof therespectivelayer. To accountfor
potentially missinglayers,i.e., layers not observed in the particular longitudinal section, a
procedure was developed to identify those long o_ and 13layers which could include an extra set
of oscillations. The average a layer length and average 13layer length were determined tbr each
sample. For the case of a missing o{ layer, 13 lengths were excluded if longer than twice the
average [_,length plus the average ot length. For the case of a missing [3 layer, c, lengths were
removed if longer than twice the average ct length plus the average [3 length. The average layer
lengths were then recalculated and the process iterated until no more lengths that could include
missing layers were identified. The layer lengths reported in the results were adjusted in this
lilt.inner.
Phase compositions were determined with an electron microprobe equipped with
wavelength dispersive spectrometers. The electron microprobe was operated at 15 keV
accelerating voltage and approximately 25 nA beam current. When analysis regions included the
two-phase mixture that was formerly [3, the electron beam was detbcused to a diameter o[" I 0-15
Hm to increase the sampling volume. Pieces of the pure Sn and pure Cd that were used to make
lhe alloxs served as elemental standards. Areas of interest on the etched sample were marked
with a microhardness indenter, so that the sample could be repolished and analyzed in an
unetched condition to minimize any compositional bias. In order to check that the electron
microprobe and the ICP-AES method produced equivalent results, the mounted longitudinal
section of one of the samples grown at 3.8 lum/sec (Sample 21 in "Fable 1) was cut transversely in
the directionally-solidified region to yield three surfaces for microprobe analyses and three
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correspondinghalf-disksfor ICP-AESanalyses.Theaveragecompositionsof thetransverse
surfacesdeterminedwith themicroprobewerequitesimilar to thosedeterminedfor the
correspondingsliceswith ICP-AES,althoughthemicroprobevalueswereconsistently0.1-0.2
wt.% Cd lower. Thus,compositionsmeasuredby thetwo methodscanbedirectly compared
with only asmall potentialerrorinvolved. Ira higherlevelof Cdwerepresentat theouteredge
of thesamplerodwhereanalysiswith theelectronmicroprobeis not feasible,thiswould account
for theslightly highervaluesdeterminedby ICP-AES.
Results
Descriptionof Microstructures
Layeredmicrostructuresin bulk Sn-Cdsampleshavebeenreportedat alloy compositions
of 1.0, 1.3,and 1.5wt.% Cd [2,5]. Initial studiesonalloyswith nominalcompositionsof 1.0and
1.7wt.% Cdsuggestedthatanintermediatecompositionwouldproduceamoreregularsequence
of layersthroughmoreequalfractionsof theprimaryc_andperitectic[3phases.Hence,alloys
with a nominalcompositionof 1.4wt.% Cdweresolidifiedat variousgrowth velocitiesand
essentiallythesametemperaturegradientin the liquid,quenched,andcharacterizedin termsof
interfacemorphologyandmicrostructure(seeTableI). Thedividing line betweena cellular and
aplanarsolid-liquid interfaceoccurredbetweengrowthvelocitiesof 6.8and3.8 lum/sec.Layers
ofc_and _ wereobservedat growthvelocitiesof 3.8,2.8, 1.9,and 1.6p.m/sec.Tile lower bound
onvelocity for layeredgrowthatthis compositionandtemperaturegradientin the liquid fell
between1.6and 1.0__tm/sec.The¢tand[3layersin thesamplegrownat 1.0jam/secconsistedof
a coarse,alignedstructurewith fewgrainsof eitherphasepresent.Apparentlytheoscillations
betweenotand [3at thesolid-liquid interfacewereeitherperturbedor suppressedat this low
growth velocity.
A layeredmicrostructurerepresentativeof tile growthvelocity of 3.8ILtm/secis shownin
Figure2 tbr Sample15,which wascut intomultiplepiecesfor easeof samplepreparation.
Theselongitudinalsectionswerelocatedascloseaspossibleto thecenterof therod; the first 20
mm of directionalsolidificationdistanceareincluded. After the initial transientof ct (seeFigure
2a), theformationof c_and!3fluctuatedsomewhat,with theotphasejoined togethertowardthe
right sideof themicrographs.With furthersolidification,theotlayersbecameseparatedin the
two-dimensionalsection,andthe[3phaseappearedto becontinuous(seeFigure2b). The
formationof phasesoscillatedbetweenotand13for asignificantdistance,althoughtile c_layers
did notextendacrosstheentiresection.Examinationof a numberof samples,boththe
longitudinalsectionsanda few transverse sections, indicated that the ot layers appeared at ov near
the edges of the sample in some regions and near the rod center in other regions. This changing
location suggested that layer formation was not linked to a particular site in the sample rod. An
example of a quench interface in the layered region is shown in Figure 3 from a longitudinal
section through the center of the rod in Sample 21. Both ot and [_3are present at a reasonably
planar, isothermal interface.
File linked lbrmation ot'ot layers was not observed as often in tile samples grown at 3.8
lam/sec as the continuous nature of [3 formation, but the perceived distribution of the phases
depends on the location of the particular section in the three-dimensional sample. In order to
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determineif theotlayerscouldbe interconnectedfrequentlyin othersections,the
crystallographicorientationsof thesolidphasesweremeasuredin two layeredregionsof Sample
29 (seeexamplein Figure4). Thect layersin Figure4aexhibitobviousgrain boundaries.The
correspondingorientationmap in Figure4b identifiesthetwo largergrainsin threeof the
layersashavingdistinctorientations.Thesetwo differentgrainorientationsarealignedin
adjacentlayersalongthegrowthdirection,which provesthattheorientationof thectphaseis
repeatedin this seriesof layers.This repetition,combinedwith instancesof ligamentsbetween
layersin thetwo-dimensionalsections,impliesthattheotlayersareindeedlinked in three
dimensions.
Thelayeredmicrostructurethatformedata velocityof !.6 !am/see(Sample18)is shown
in Figure5. Theregionafterthe initial transientshowsa highdegreeof _ connectivity in this
particularlongitudinalsection(seeFigure5a). Thefollowing regionexhibitsbothct layersthat
extendacrosstheentiresamplewidth andotlayersthatarea smallfractionof thesamplewidth
(seeFigure5b). Comparedto themicrostructurein Figure2, theselayershaveamuch less
regulardistribution.
Theapparentprogressionto lessc_andmore[3asthefractionsolidified increasedas
shownin Figures2 and5 suggeststhatconvectivemixing in the liquid ledto enrichmentof Cd in
thebulk liquid assolidificationoccurred.However,acomparisonof thecompositionfrom the
unmeltedpartof thesamplerod to thecompositionof thequenchedliquid far frorn thesolid-
liquid interfacefor severalof thesamplesgrownat 3.8_tm/secindicatedthat solutewasnot
accumulatingin thebulk liquid duringsolidification. Thus,long-rangemixing in the liquid was
nota factorin layerformationfor thissystem.Someof theseapparentdifferencesin phase
fractionscouldbeaccountedfor by sectioningeffects. Anotherpossibleexplanationfor the
higherproportionofc_observedatsmallsolidificationdistancesin someof thesamplesis that
the initial solidificationtransientextendedinto the layeredrnicrostructure.
l,engthsof I,ayers
Thelengthsof theotand13layersweredeterminedasafunctionof solidificationdistance
for all of thesampleswhich exhibitedoscillatingphaseformation;examplesfor thefastestand
slowestgrowthvelocities,3.8and 1.6p.m/sec,areshownin Figures6 and7. respectively.The
lengthof theotlayersfor all tbur growthvelocitieswasessentiallyunchangedduringdirectional
solidification,asshownby a linearregressionfit to thedata. The[3layer lengthat growth
velocitiesof 3.8and2.8 p.m/secwasapproximatelyconstantduringsolidification,while the[3
lengthat velocitiesof 1.9and 1.6ILtm/secincreasedsomewhatwith solidificationdistance.
In orderto evaluatetheeffectof growthvelocityonocand[_layerlengths,average
lengthsweredeterminedfor thevariousvelocities.Thiscalculationis valid for c_.sincethe
lengthsof theo_layersdid not varywith solidificationdistance.In thecaseof [3,the lengthof
the[_layersappearedto vary somewhatwith solidificationdistance,sothat anaveragevaluemay
be lessdescriptiveof theoscillatingmicrostructuralformation.Theaveragelayerlengthsasa
functionof growth velocity areplottedona log-logscalein Figure8with a linearfit to thedata.
Thelayerlengthsfor both phases decrease as growth velocity increases, although the data for [_
have more scatter. From the log-log plots, the value of the slope for ct is -0.5, and the value of
the slope for [_ is -0.3.
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Compositionsof Layers
Compositionalanalyseswereconductedacrossthreelayeredregionsin oneof the
samplessolidified at3.8pm/sec(Sample11)andin thesamplesolidifiedat 1.6p.m/sec(Sample
18). Fiveanalysispointsspaced20pm apartperpendicularto thegrowthdirectionwere
averagedto producearepresentativelayercompositionat thatparticulardistancealongthe
sample.Thesefive analysispointswererepeatedevery20pm parallelto thegrowthdirection to
developa compositionprofile ineachlayer.
Oneof the layeredregionsthatwasanalyzedin thesamplesolidified at 3.8_.Lm/sec
(Sample11)is shownin Figure9, andthecorrespondingsolidcompositionprofile is given in
Figure 10with errorbarsat 95%confidencelimits. Theboundariesbetweenthe layersare[or
themostpartwell definedin theplot. Thectlayershavethelower Cdcontent. The13layers
showmorecompositionalscatterthanthea layersbecausetheyareatwo-phasemixtureat room
temperature.No consistentcompositionaltrendsareapparentwithin the individual a layersor [3
layers. Theaveragecompositionof eachcomplete,well-definedlayer in Figure 10andin the
othertwo regionsanalyzedisplottedagainstsolidificationdistancein Figure11with errorbars
at 95%confidencelimits. It shouldbenotedthattheactualerrorrangeshouldbe largerthanthat
indicatedin Figure 11,sinceonly a smallsectionof eachlayerwasanalyzed.A linear fit of
thesepointsfor thec_layersshowsnocompositionchangewith solidification distance.The
compositionaltrendfor the 13layersis slightly upward,but thisshift is mostlikely not
significant. Thec_layershaveacompositionof approximately0.4wt.% Cd andthe [3layersare
closeto 0.9wt.% Cd.
Thecompositionprofiles for thethreelayeredregionsanalyzedin thesamplegrown at
1.6pm/sec(Sample18)likewiseshoweddistinct layerswith noconsistentcompositiongradients
within individual layers. Theaveragecompositionslbr well-definedctand[3layersalso
exhibitednosignificantchangesasa thnction of solidification distance. The composition of the
¢x layers was approximately 0.4 wt.% Cd, and the composition of the 13layers was 1.0 wt.% Cd
within ±0.1 wt.% Cd at 95% confidence limits. These layer compositions are essentially the
same as those determined at a growth velocity of 3.8 I.tm/sec, which indicates that the layer
compositions do not vary with growth velocity.
A comparison of the phase compositions in the layers deterlnined with the electron
microprobe and the alloy compositions determined by ICP-AES reveals that there is a
discrepancy in the measured Cd content. The apparent composition in the layered region is less
than the alloy Cd level. Since the two compositional analysis methods provided essentially the
same numbers when neighboring transverse sections were examined, this difference must be
caused by the regions being sampled. From several transverse sections of a sample grown at 3.8
pm/sec (Sample 21 ), measurements along radial directions with the microprobe revealed no clear
and consistent segregation patterns. I towcver, the composition of the [3 phase was found to be
higher in the [3 regions adjacent in a radial sense to the layered regions (see Figure 12) than it was
within the layers. The composition of the !3 in the regions adjacent to the layers was high enough
that the average composition on each transverse section from the microprobe data was the same
as the composition determined by I('P-AES within ±0.2 wt.% Cd. In other words, the expected
level of Cd was shown to be present on a given rod cross section in agreement with the absence
of measurable longitudinal macrosegregation. Fhis Cd was not distributed uniformly on
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transversesections,sincec_and13werepresentinadjoiningregionsandthe13composition
varied.
A representativevaluefor thecompositionof the layeredregionscanbeobtainedthrough
theaveragelayercompositionsandthevolumefractionsof thetwo phasesestimatedfrom the
averagelayerlengths. Theaverageccand13layerlengthsare0.32and0.44mm for avelocity of
3.8!am/secand0.46and0.70mm for avelocityof 1.6gm/sec.Theapproximatecompositions
of the layeredregionsare0.7and0.8wt.% Cd for growthvelocitiesof 3.8and 1.6lam/sec,
respectively.Thus,theapparentcompositionof the layeredregionsfallsbetweenthe
compositionsof theprimaryandperitecticphasesat theperitecticisotherm,namely0.6 and0.9
wt.% Cd, respectively.
Discussion
The layer formation in the current study occurred without measurable longitudinal
macrosegregation, although the composition on transverse sections was found to be
inhomogeneous. The measured layer lengths and average compositions for individual layers did
not vary with solidification distance, at least on the scale of 50 mm (see Figures 6, 7, and 11 ).
This uniform repetition indicates that the layers were not damping out or approaching some other
solidification condition, as might be expected since the alloy composition was outside of the
composition range between ot and 13at the peritectic temperature. This type of two-phase growth
appears to be an oscillatory but stable solidification mode for peritectic systems.
The layers observed tbr Sn-Cd did not usually fill the rod cross sections (see Figures 2-5
and 9), which allowed the [3 phase to be continuous. The ot phase also appeared to be highly
interconnected in the three-dimensional sample. This indicates that nucleation was not required
for each successive layer. The fact that the layers did not cover the entire cross section also
enabled a different composition locally in the layered regions than the overall alloy composition.
In addition, the [3 composition differed between the layered regions and the regions laterally
adjacent to tile layers (see Figures 10-12), which suggests that localized composition variations
were occurring in the liquid during solidification. These composition variations might be
attributable to a combination of three factors. 1) The liquid near the crucible wall may have a
different composition than the liquid away from the crucible, since this location represents a
surface in contact with a foreign material and should also experience reduced fluid flow relative
to the more centralized bulk liquid. 2) During layer development, two different solids form at a
common interface with the liquid, which will result in different solute profiles in the liquid near
tile interface. If diffusive and/or convective solute transport are not sufficient to redistribute tile
solute as the interface travels, these differences will persist. 3) Variations in liquid composition
in the vicinity of the solid-liquid interface will cause density gradients, which may induce lateral
convective flows. These convective flows, depending on their direction and scale, could act to
homogenize or to segregate the solute distribution. Whatever the magnitudes of these three
factors are, the net effect is a sustained compositional inhomogeneity at the interface.
Consistent composition gradients parallel to the growth direction were not apparent
experimentally within individual layers, ttowever, the levels of solute present m the two phases
are low enough that small changes would be difficult to detect. The average c_ layer
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compositionsand_ layercompositionsdid notvarywith growthvelocity andwerecloseto the
phasecompositionsat theperitectictemperature(seeFigure 1). Theaverage(xlayer
composition,0.4wt.% Cd, isslightly lowerthanthereportedtx composition at the peritectic
temperature, 0.6 wt.% Cd, which suggests either that a forms above the peritectic temperature or
that the reported composition is high by a small amount. The average [3 layer composition
matches that reported at the peritectic temperature, 0.9 wt.% Cd, within the experimental error
range. These compositional data are in agreement with phase formation in the layered regions
near the peritectic temperature.
The model by Trivedi [12] assumes explicitly that nucleation is mandatory lbr each new
layer and implicitly that the cross-sectional composition remains generally uniform. Both of
these assumptions were found to be invalid for the observed layer formation in the Sn-Cd
system. The tz phase and _ phase were both determined to be interconnected and contiguous,
which removes the necessity for nucleation at the start of each new layer. In the absence of
nucleation barriers for both solid phases, the predicted compositions at the solid-liquid interlace
would remain at the values on the peritectic isotherm, and the predicted layer lengths from
equations 4 and 5 would approach zero. The compositions in transverse directions were not
unitbrm, because the layers did not extend across the entire sample and the 13phase radially
adjacent to the layers exhibited composition variations. Additionally, the model predicts that the
layer lengths will vary with the inverse of growth velocity. The relationship determined
experimentally was that layer lengths varied with the inverse square root of velocity. Based on
these differences, some other formation mechanism must be operative.
The most probable formation mechanism is competitive lateral growth of the primary and
peritectic solids at a mutual solid-liquid interface. Unlike the eutectic case where the two solids
cooperate through solute exchange in the liquid, the two solids in the peritectic reaction both
reject solute into the liquid. The solid phase which can most effectively disperse solute into the
liquid will gradually cover more of the solid-liquid interlace. Since the liquid composition is not
uniform on the rod cross section, the solid phase which temporarily has the growth advantage
will extend into regions where solute conditions are no longer favorable. At this point, the other
solid phase will begin to encroach at the interface, and the oscillatory sequence continues.
Described from another viewpoint, the three-phase junction between the two solids and the liquid
does not experience a net balance of forces, so that its position is not fixed in space but can
wander as observed by Lee and Verhoeven in the Ni-A1 system [9]. A model for the
development of layered microstructures in peritectic systems nmst account for competitive lateral
growth of the primary and peritectic phases at the solid-liquid interface in the context of
sustained composition variations across the solid-liquid interface.
Summary and Conclusions
1). This research is the first attempt to characterize on a quantitative basis the layered
microstructures that can develop during directional solidification in peritectic systems, l,ayer
formation occurred over long distances in the Sn-Cd system under the condition of no solute
accumulation in the bulk liquid. Layers were observed for an alloy composition of Sn-1.4 wt.%
Cd, which is outside of the expected composition range for laver formation, l towever, the
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estimatedcornpositionwithin thelayeredregions,Sn-0.8wt.% Cd, is in thecompositionrange
wherebothprimaryandperitecticphasesarestableat or belowtheperitectictemperature.
2). Layer lengthsandaveragecompositionsof individuallayersdid not varywith
solidificationdistance.Compositionalgradientsparallelto thegrowthdirectionwerenot
observedwithin individual layers,but smallchangesin thealreadylow solutelevelswould be
belowtheresolutionlimit of thetechnique.Averagelayercompositionswereindependentof
growth velocity andcloseto thevaluesattheperitecticisotherm.Averagelayerlengthswere
proportionalto the inversesquarerootof growthvelocity.
3). Thelayerswhich formeddid notusuallyextendacrosstheentiretransversesection,
which allowedtheperitecticphaseto becontinuous.Theprimaryphasewasalsointerconnected
in threedimensions,whichnegatedtherequirementfor nucleationassociatedwith each
successivelayer. In addition,solidcompositionswerenot uniformthroughthesamplecross
section,whichpermittedtheformationof layersin theSn-1.4wt.% Cdmaterial. Tile liquid
compositionmustlikewisehavebeeninhomogeneousin thecrosssectionnearthesolid-liquid
interface.
4). Theobservedcontinuityof thesolidphasesandthenon-uniformcross-sectional
compositionsinvalidatetwo assumptionsof theTrivedi model for oscillatingsolidification
microstructuresin peritecticsystems.Thelayeringmodelshouldincorporatecompetitivelateral
growthof theprimaryandperitecticphasesatthesolid-liquid interthce and varying composition
gradients in its vicinity.
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Table I. Description of Directionally Solidified Sn-l.4 Wt.% Cd Samples
Sample
Number
(Meas. CO)
13
17
11
(1.6 wt% Cd)
14
(1.3 wt% Cd)
15
21
(1.4 wt% Cd)
29
16
19
18
28
Average
Velocit
Y
lam/sec
9.9
6.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
Gi.
°C/ram
17.2
17.1
17.0
17.0
17.0
17.0
GL/V
°Cs/mm2
1700
250O
4500
4500
4500
450O
Fraction
Solid
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.4
1.0
0.4
Interface
Morph.
Cellular
Cellular
Planar
Planar
No
quench
interface
Planar
Phase
Description
Cellular or,
intercellular 13
Cellular or,
intercellular 13
and 13layers
ct and 13layers
ot and 13layers
for first _50 mm
cz and 13layers
3.8 17.0 4500 0.5 Planar ot and 13layers
2.8 17.0 6200 0.5 Planar c¢ and [3 layers
1.9 16.9 8900 0.5 Planar ot and 13layers
1.6 16.9 11000 0.4 Planar ot and 13layers
1.0 16.9 17000 0.5 Planar c_ and 13, not
layers
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Figure 1. Section of the Sn-Cd phase diagram containing the peritectic reaction drawn
from Reference 14.
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a)
1 mm
Figure 2. Optical micrographs of longitudinal sections near the center of a Sn-1.4 wt.%
Cd rod directionally solidified at 3.8 j.tm/sec (Sample 15) showing a) the region near the
initial transient of or and b) the adjoining section of the sample, minus approximately 1.5
mm lost to cutting between the two sections. The light phase is or, and the mottled
microconstituent that appears after the initial transient is [7,which has transformed into a
two-phase mixture during cooling. The micrographs are oriented so that the growth
direction is upward.
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b)
1 mm
Figure 2. (continued)
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1 mm
Figure 3. ()ptical micrographs of a longitudinal section near the center of a Sn-1.4 \vt.'14,
('d rod directionallv solidified at 3.8 Hm/sec (Sample 21) showing the quench interface in
tile layered region. The gro',vlh direction is upward.
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a)
1 mm
Figure 4. A longitudinal section near the center ofa Sn-1.4 wt.% Cd rod directionally
solidified at 3.8 lam/sec (Sample 29) showing a layered region by a) optical micrographs
and h) an orientation map. In part b, regions with the same gray level have the same
crystallographic orientation; a black region signifies that the orientation could not be
determined. The growth direction is upward.
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b)
Figure 4. (continued)
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a)
1 mm
Figure 5. Optical micrographs of longitudinal sections near the center of a Sn-1.4 wt.%
Cd rod directionally solidified at 1.6 lum/sec (Sample 18) showing a) the region near the
initial transient of o¢ and b) the adjoining section of the sample, minus approximately 1.5
mm lost to cutting between the two sections. The micrographs are oriented so that the
growth direction is upward.
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b)
1 mm
Figure 5. (continued)
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Figure 6. Adjusted lengths of the c_ and _ layers measured parallel to thc growth
direction for samples directionally solidified at 3.8 _tm/sec (Samples 11, 14, 15, 21, and
29) with a linear regression fit to the data.
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Figure 7. Adjusted lengths of the ot and [3layers measured parallel to the growth
direction for a sample directionally solidil_ed at 1.6 pm/sec (Sample 18) with a linear
regression fit to the data.
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Figure 8. Average adjusted lengths of the c_ and [3layers as a function of growth velocity
with a linear regression fit to the data. Error bars represent 95% confidence limits.
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1 mm
End
Start
Figure 9. Optical micrographs of a longitudinal section near the center ota Sn-i.4 v4.%
Cd rod directionally solidified at 3.8 pm/sec (Sample 11) showing one of the layered
regions in which phase compositions were measured. "['he starting point and ending point
for the analyses are indicated on the micrographs. The growth direction is upward
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Figure 10. Solid compositional profile obtained with an electron microprobe from a
sample directionally solidified at 3,8 lam/sec (see Sample 11 in Figure 9) with error bars
at 95% confidence limits.
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Figure 11. Average compositions of complete and well-defined layers for a sample
directionally solidified at 3.8 !um/sec (Sample 11) as a function of solidification distance
with 95% confidence limits and linear fit of the data. The compositions tbr the layered
microstructure shown in Figure 9 arc plotted as the middle set of data.
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Figure 12. Compositions measured with an electron microprobe along a line from tile
outside edge to the rod center on a transverse section of a sample directionally solidified
at 3.8 #m/sec (Sample 21 ). The data points and corresponding linear regressions were
obtained from/" adjacent to a layered region in the radial sense and from _s.within the
layered region, as indicated on the plot.
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Section IV: The Effect of Alloy Composition on Oscillating Peritectic Microstructures
Developed during Directional Solidification
Introduction
Directional solidification in binary peritectic systems with a planar solid-liquid interface
has been shown in some cases to produce a two phase arrangement referred to as layering [1-11].
In these microstructures, the primary solid and the peritectic solid form as alternating layers
perpendicular to the growth direction. For alloy systems and growth conditions which minimize
convectively driven flows in the liquid that could lead to longitudinal macrosegregation, layers
have been observed to grow repetitively over significant solidification distances [2,3,5,11]; this
layer formation has often been related to alloy compositions between the primary and peritectic
phase compositions at the peritectic temperature. A number of layer formation mechanisms have
been proposed [1-4,10,12], ranging from externally induced growth perturbations [ i ,4,10] to
alternating nucleation and growth of the two solids at the solid-liquid interface linked.to
composition oscillations in the liquid ahead of the interface [2,3]. The current model for layered
microstructures in minimally convecting peritectic systems, developed by Trivcdi [13], is based
upon the latter mechanism. However, the particular formation mechanism operating for specific
alloy compositions and growth conditions has not yet been confirmed experimentally,.
Recent research using a Sn-Cd alloy over a range of growth velocities, in which external
influences were minimized as much as possible, has shown that repetitive nucleation and growth
events are not a requirement for layer development in this system [11]. Moreover, layers ibrmed
in this alloy even though the content of the solute element Cd was greater than the predicted
composition limit and macrosegregation did not occur longitudinally. As an extension of this
work, ['our additional Sn-Cd alloys were examined. The arrangement of phases, layer repeat
distances, and phase compositions were characterized along the growth axis as a function of alloy
composition and growth velocity in order to elucidate a formation mechanism.
Materials and Experimental Procedure
Directional solidilication experiments were conducted using Sn-Cd alloys in the
composition range t'rom 0.8 to 1.7 wt.% Cd (see Tables I and II). In terms of the peritectic
isotherm at 223°C (see Figure 1), an alloy composition of 0.8 wt.% Cd falls between primary (,
and peritectic [_, 1.0 wt.% Cd is the composition of peritectic [3 with the limits of measurement
techniques [15], and 1.4 and 1.7 wt.% Cd are between the composition of peritcctic [3 and the
liquid. One of the advantages of this system is that the solute element Cd is more dense in the
liquid state than Sn, which should minimize density-driven convective flows during
solidification upward. Macrosegregation along the length of the rod was not appareni at a
growth velocity of 3.8 btm/sec [ 11 ].
Alloy rods were prepared from 99.99% pure Sn and Cd in 100 g batches (see Section Ill
and Reference 11 for more procedural details). The pure metals were sealed in fused silica
crucibles under an Ar atmosphere, melted, mixed, and rapidly quenched in water. Each casting
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wasswagedto 5 mm to fit in the 6 mm ID fused silica crucibles used for directional
solidification. In the directional solidification unit (described in detail in Reference 16),
solidification upward is produced by moving a furnace and cooling chamber assembly upward
relative to a stationary sample at the desired velocity. Average growth velocities were checked
by a dial indicator. The temperature gradient in the liquid ahead of the solid-liquid interface was
approximately i 7 °C/ram, which was determined by solidifying a Sn-Cd sample past a stationary
thermocouple in the crucible. An Ar atmosphere was used during solidification. After rapidly
solidifying for 20 mm to enhance heat transfer in the cold zone, samples were typically
directionally solidified for 40 to 50 mm out of a total rod length of approximately 100 mm before
quenching to preserve the shape of the solid-liquid interface. Each sample was sectioned,
mounted, ground, and polished following standard techniques and etched in a solution of 5%
nitric acid in lactic acid. Initial work had shown that an average growth velocity of 3.8 _.tm/sec
produced reasonably regular layered microstructures [11]; a majority of the samples were grown
at this velocity (see Table I). Samples of two of the alloys were directionally solidified at higher
and lower velocities to determine the stability range for layered growth (see Table II).
Bulk cornpositions were measured using inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission
spectrometry (ICP-AES) techniques, which yielded Cd compositions with 95% confidence limits
of better than +0. ! wt.% Cd. The composition of the 1.7 wt.% Cd alloy was determined from
pieces from the top and bottom of the as-cast rod prior to swaging; the compositions of the other
alloys were determined from slices of the unmelted section of the directionally solidified rods
(see Tables I and lI). Phase compositions were measured from polished, unetched sample
surfaces using an electron microprobe with wavelength dispersive spectrometers and pure
elemental standards. For layer compositions as a function of solidification distance, five
analysis points at the same solidification distance and separated by 20 it,tm laterally were
averaged to decrease the scatter in the profile. The ICP-AES results and microprobe results were
the same within 0.1-0.2 wt.% Cd [11].
Wavelengths were measured along lines drawn parallel to the growth direction through
layered regions on longitudinal sections near tile rod centers. To account for sets of layers not
included in a particular longitudinal view, those wavelengths which were greater than twice the
average wavelength were removed from the data set. lhe average was calculated again and the
process repeated until the average remained unchanged. Usually no more than one iteration was
required: all reported wavelengths were treated in this manner.
Results
Description of Microstructures
Directional solidification experiments in the Sn-Cd system using an alloy composition of
1.4 wt.% Cd were reported previously [11]; these results will be summarized and included as
necessary. Layered microstructures consisting of the primary ct phase and the peritectic [3 phase
were observed in the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples directionally solidified at 3.8/a,n/sec (see example in
Figure 2). It should be noted that 13undergoes a eutectoid transformation into ct and (Cd) during
cooling to ambient temperatures; however, this two-phase mixture will be referred to as [3 for the
sake of clarity. The ot and 13layers did not extend across the entire width of the longitudinal
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section;[3waspresentradiallyadjacento thelayeredregions.This arrangementof phases
allowed[3to becontinuous.Thedeterminationthatthecrystallographicorientationin a seriesof
c_layerswasthesame,combinedwith occasionaligamentsjoining theselayers,suggested
stronglythatthectphasewasalsointerconnectedin threedimensions.In longitudinal sections
afterthe initial transientregion,the locationof the layerswasobservedto shift betweenthe
centerandtheperipheryof therodswith noapparentpreference.
Sampleswith compositionsof 1.0and 1.2wt.% Cdshowedasimilar arrangementof the
o_and[3phasesafterdirectionalsolidificationat 3.8gm/sec;a representativelayered
microstructurefrom Sample32 is givenin Figure3. After an initial transientof a, the[3phase
formedattheperipheryof thesamplerod, whichwasevidentona longitudinalsectionat oneor
bothof theedgesparallelto thegrowthdirection. Thectphasewasalsocontinuous,occurringat
therodcenterandalsoat anedgeif the[3phasewasnot locatedthere. Transversesectionsfrom
Sample33 (seeexamplein Figure4) indicatedthatthe [3phasewasdistributedin acrescent
shapearoundpartof therodcircumference.Thelayeringfor thesetwo alloy compositionscould
bedescribedasa narrowregionof phaseboundaryoscillationbetweenthetwo continuouszones
ofc_and[3.As shownby thequenchedinterfacefrom Sample33 in Figure5, ct and [3 formed at
a common interlace, which was slightly curved but still a planar growth front. Assuming that the
isotherms in the liquid were perpendicular to the growth axis, the difference in temperature
between the lowest point on the [Miquid interface and the highest point on the or-liquid interlace
is on the order of 5°C.
Samples of the 0.8 and 1.7 wt.% Cd alloys, the extremes of the composition range
studied, did not exhibit regularly layered microstructures at a growth velocity of 3.8 gin/see in
the longitudinal sections examined (see Table I). For the case of the 0.8 wt.% Cd rod (Sample
27), ct was present from the onset of directional solidification. Occasional [3 layers were
apparent at the rod perimeter, but not with any consistent frequency. For a composition of 1.7
wt.% Cd (Sample 5), an initial transient ofc_ was followed by [3 containing a few c_ layers.
Apparently the phase fractions were different enough that either 1) the minor phase was not
continuous or 2) the regularly layered region was limited in extent and not sectioned in the
particular longitudinal view.
Layer Wavelengths
Due to the limited width of the layered regions, a layer repeat distance in the growth
direction, i.e., wavelength, was measured rather than lengths of individual layers as was done
previously [11]. Layer wavelengths as a function of solidification distance at a growth velocity
of 3.8 lam/sec are shown tot alloy compositions of 1.4 and 1.0 wt.% Cd in Figures 6 and 7.
respectively. The wavelengths measured for the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples did not vary significantly
with solidification distance, as indicated by the linear regression fit to the data. The two other
alloys which exhibited regular layer formation, 1.0 and i.2 wt.% Cd, behaved in a similar
manner. The wavelengths were basically constant in the range of 50 mm of directional growth.
which means that a representative value tbr each alloy composition could be determined by
averaging the data. The average wavelengths are plotted in Figure 8. The wavelengths tbr alloy'
compositions of 1.0 and 1.2 wt.% Cd are essentially the same, since the confidence intervals
overlap. The average wavelength determined for the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples is somewhat higher.
This difference may in part be a sectioning effect, since the more varied arrangement of phases in
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the layeredregionsof the 1.4wt.% Cdalloyscomparedto thetwo lowerCdalloys addedto the
probability that layers would be missing from a given field ofview, thus possibly increasing
some of the measured wavelengths.
Compositions of Layers and Phases
Compositional data measured parallel to the growth direction in layered regions of the 1.4
wt.% Cd samples [ 11 ] indicted that compositions showed no consistent trends within individual
layers. Also, average ct and ]3 layer compositions did not vary with solidification distance. The
average ct layer composition was determined to be approximately 0.4 wt.% Cd, and the average [3
layer composition was approximately 1.0 wt.% Cd in the velocity range from 3.8 to 1.6 gm/sec.
Using these compositions and estimating the phase fractions in the layered regions from the
average layer lengths, a representative composition for the layered regions was calculated to be
roughly 0.8 wt.% Cd.
Phase compositions were measured parallel to the growth direction in the layered region
of a 1.0 wt.% Cd alloy directionalty solidified at 3.8 pm/sec (Sample 31); the microstructure is
shown in Figure 9, and the corresponding compositional profile is given in Figure 10. The
boundaries between the layers are clearly defined for the first 3 mm plotted in Figure 10. The [3
layers have the higher Cd content. As was found for the 1.4 wt.% Cd alloys, the compositions in
individual layers did not exhibit consistent trends in the growth direction. The average layer
compositions could not be determined as a function of solidification distance in the 1.0 wt.% Cd
alloys, because the limited width of the layered regions made it difficult to center the analysis
points in the layers. Average compositions for the Cxlayers and for the [3 layers were calculated
from the data in Figure 10 from 0 to 2.6 mm, excluding those few points at layer boundaries
which contained infommtion from both phases. The composition for the ct layers was
approximately 0.5 wt.% Cd and for the 13layers was approximately 0.9 wt.% Cd. These values
are essentially the same as those obtained for the 1.4 wt.% Cd alloys, which indicates that
average layer compositions do not vary significantly with alloy composition. These values are
also close to the c_ and 13phase compositions reported at the peritectic temperature (see Figure 1).
Phase compositions were also measured on transverse sections of samples directionally
solidified at 3.8 gmisec. In the 1.4 wt.% Cd alloys, the [3 phase was found to have a higher Cd
content in the regions adjacent in a radial sense to the layered regions than in the layers [11]. A
compositional profile along a diameter is given in Figure 11 for a 1.0 wt.% Cd alloy (see the
transverse section of Sample 33 in Figure 4). The analysis points in the first 1.4 mm of the plot
appear to be from the [3 phase alone, while the points from 1.4 to 2.5 mm represent primarily the
phase with a few instances of [3 particles. The remaining compositional information is due to
the ot phase alone. The composition of the o_phase appears to decrease from roughly 0.4 wt.%
Cd next to the [3 phase to approximately 0.2 wt.% Cd at its lowest level a significant distance
away from the [3 phase and theretbre not in the layered region. Thus, the higher volume fraction
phase in both the 1.4 and 1.0 wt.% Cd alloys exhibits compositional variations between the
layered regions and the regions radially adjacent to them. The Cd content of the [3 phase in the
1.4 wt.% alloys increases from the layers to the regions adjacent to them, while the Cd content of
the (_ phase in the 1.0 wt.% Cd alloys appears to decrease from the layers to the regions adjacent
to them. Given that the temperature at the solid-liquid interface tends to increase for both a and
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13astheirCdcontentdecreases(seeFigure1), thisdescriptionis consistentwith thephaseand
presumedtemperaturedistributionat thequenchedinterface of Sample 33 in Figure 5.
Effect of Growth Velocity
Samples with compositions of 1.4 and 1.0 wt.% Cd were directionally solidified over a
range of growth velocities, which produced a variety of microstructures (see Table I l). For the
1.4 wt.% Cd samples, the transition between a planar and a cellular interface morphology
occurred between growth velocities of 3.8 and 6.8 pm/sec. Regularly layered microstructures
formed at velocities from 3.8 to 1.6 pm/sec but changed to coarse, aligned grains ofc_ and 13at
1.0 pm/sec. For the 1.0 wt.% Cd alloy, the planar growth front became unstable between the
same velocity values. However, regularly layered microstructures were observed over a more
limited range of growth rates from 3.8 to 2.8 pm/sec and degenerated into irregular, apparently
isolated instances of 13at 1.6 pm/sec. The apparent isolation of 13might be due to the lower
fraction of 13 in the 1.0 wt.% Cd alloy and could partly be a sectioning effect.
Average wavelengths for the layered microstructures in the 1.4 and 1.0 wt.% Cd alloys
are plotted in Figure 12 on a log-log scale. For the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples, the layer wavelengths
decreased as the growth velocity increased; the slope was -0.4. For the 1.0 wt.% Cd samples, the
data are insufficient to develop a relationship between wavelength and velocity. The
wavelengths determined for the 1.0 wt. % Cd samples are below those determined for the 1.4
wt.% Cd samples.
Discussion
Comparison of Layered Microstructures
The first issue which must be addressed is whether tile layers in the alloys studied formed
in fundamentally the same way regardless of microstructural appearances in two dimensional
views. Regular, repetitive layers were observed for three alloy compositions, 1.0, 1.2, and 1.4
wt.% Cd, at a growth velocity, of 3.8 jam/sec. From longitudinal sections, the arrangement of
phases was similar in the 1.0 and 1.2 wt.% Cd samples, whereas the arrangement of phases
appeared different in the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples (compare Figure 3 with Figure 2). In the 1.4 wt.%
Cd samples, the _ phase and 13phase formed at a common interthce with the liquid, as shown by
the quenched interfaces. The average compositions of the c_ and [3 in the layers were close to
those reported for the peritectic reaction, suggesting that the phases in the layers were solidifying
at or near the peritectic temperature. A representative composition tbr the layered regions was
determined to be approximately 0.8 wt.% Cd. Layers occurred over only,' part of the rod cross
sections, so that the [3 phase was continuous. The c_ phase also appeared to be interconnected in
three dimensions. Compositional measurements on transverse sections verified that sustained
compositional variations were present in the [3 phase, which in a sense allowed or accommodated
the formation of layers in regions with a lower Cd content than the overall alloy. In the 1.0 and
1.2 wt.% Cd samples, the ct phase and 13phase also formed at a common interface with the
liquid. The compositions of the phases in the layers of the 1.0 wt.% Cd alloy were essentially the
same as those in the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples. Both ot and 13were obviously continuous in the
growth direction, with layers occurring over a fraction of the rod cross section. Compositional
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variationswerealsofound for the 1.0wt.% Cdalloy in thehighervolumefractionphase,_ in
thiscase,on atransversesection. Thiscomparisonof layercharacteristics tronglysuggeststhat
regularlayersdevelopthroughasimilar mechanismin thesethreealloys. Themicrostructure
observedin the0.8Wt.%Cdsamplefor thesamegrowth conditionsexhibitssomeof these
characteristics.This alloy hadthenominalcompositiondeterminedfor the layeredregionsin the
1.4wt.%Cd samples.However,[3wasfoundonly in isolatedlayers,sosustainedcompositional
variationsthroughthecrosssectionwereapparentlypresentin thisalloy aswell. Three
dimensionalsectioningandimagingof the layeredregionsin thesesampleswould allow the
arrangementof phasesto bedescribedmorecompletelyandaccurately.
Thedifferentappearanceof the layersin the 1.4wt.% Cdsamplesrelativeto the i.0 and
1.2wt.% Cd samplesmightbe linked to thelocationof theseregionsin thesamplerod. The
layered regions in the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples wandered through the rod cross section with no
obviously preferred site [11], while the layers in the 1.0 and 1.2 wt.% Cd samples were more
likely to lbrm in well defined zones closer to the crucible wall. As shown by the 1.2 Wt.% Cd
sample in Figure 13 (Sample 32), layers near the crucible wall were much more regular than
those closer to the center of the rod. This implies that the appearance of the layers in the 1.4
Wt.% Cd samples could change depending upon where in the sample rod they grew. This
variation from the periphery to the center might be related to localized fluid flow near the solid-
liquid interlace: the liquid near the center could move or perturb more easily than that near the
crucible. If this is tile case, changing the crucible diameter should affect the appearance of the
layers, especially' in the 1.4 wt.% Cd alloys.
tiffects of Alloy Conlposition and Growth Velocity
Alloy composition and growth velocity were both found to influence layers in the Sn-Cd
system in terms of whether or not regular layers fbrmed and the wavelengths representative of
such layers. Conversely, alloy composition and growth velocity did not appear to affect the
compositions of the solid phases in the layers, which indicates that layer tbrnaation is linked to a
certain value or range of composition in the liquid. In other words, layers will occur in a given
sample if the necessary liquid composition occurs over an adequate solidification distance in
conjunction with the appropriate combination of growth velocity and temperature gradient in the
liquid. Directional solidification for the system and the majority of conditions reported in this
stud}' appears to be accompanied by compositional variations in the sample rod cross section.
Regular layers grew in those alloys where the compositional variations in the cross section
included the range required for layer development, namely for alloy compositions of 1.0, 1.2, and
1.4 wt.% Cd. The compositional variations in the 0.8 and the 1.7 wt.% Cd samples impinged on
the tavorable range for layers, since isolated layers were observed, but were not sufficient to
maintain significant fractions of layers as observed on longitudinal sections. The compositional
variations in all of these Sn-Cd alloys occur in the context of solute transport from some
combination of tluid flow and diffusion in the liquid near the interface. Changing the solute
transport, such as by utilizing a different crucible diameter, should consequently alter layer
development. Shifts in the type or magnitude of solute transport might also explain why regular
layered microstructures were not observed at low growth velocities (see Table II). Slower
growth velocities allow more time for diffusive transport, which should reduce compositional
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variationsandgradientsin the liquid nearthe interface.On theotherhand,morerapidgrowth
velocitiesprecludelayer formationastheplanarsolid-liquid interfacebecomesunstable.
For themeasuredlayerwavelengths,increasingtheCdcontentfrom 1.0to 1.4wt.% Cd
increasedthewavelength(seeFigure8); this effect,althoughsmall,wasapparentat growth
velocitiesof 3.8and2.8_m/sec(seeFigure 12). Layerwavelengthsvariedwith theapproximate
inversesquareroot of velocity in the 1.4wt.% Cdalloys,while theresultswerenotconclusive
for the 1.0wt.% Cdalloys. Explainingthesewavelengthdatarequiresamorequantitative
descriptionof the layerformationmechanism.
FormationMechanismsfor LayeredMicrostructures
If compositionson thecrosssectionswereuniform in theSn-Cdsamples,then themodel
by Trivedi [13] might apply to layerformationin thissystem.Thismodelassumesthatlayers
completelycoverthecrosssectiomsothatrenucleationis requiredfor eachsuccessivelayer.
Nucleationeventsaretriggeredwhensoluteaccumulationor depletionin the liquid at thesolid-
liquid interfaceproducesasufficientundercooling.Layerformationin this caseshouldonly be
observedfor alloy compositionsbetweenc_and[3at theperitectictemperature.Solutetransport
in the liquid is strictly diffusive, resultingin a layerrepeatdistancethat is inverselyproportional
to growthvelocity. Sincethis situationdoesnotdescribetheregularlylayeredmicrostructures
observedin theSn-Cdalloys,a different fornlationmechanisn_mustbedeveloped.
A schematicrepresentationof thesolid-liquid interlacein the layeredregionwas
developedfrom thequenchedinterfacesandis shownin Figure14. As mentionedpreviously,,ot
and[3form at acommoninterfacewith the liquid. At this threephasejunction, c_and 13arein
contactwith a liquid of compositionC_at atemperatureT,. This temperaturemay'be the
peritectictemperatureor someothervalue,dependingupontherelativecurvatureof thetwo
solidsat thethreephasejunction. Certainparametersarecontrolledexternally,namely'the
imposedgrowthvelocity in thez direction,V,,p,andthetemperaturegradientin the liquid ahead
of the interface,G_. Thevelocity of thethreephasejunction may'havetwo components:Vx for
lateralmotion in thex directionandVz tbr motionparallel to therodaxis in thez direction. If
Vz isnotequalto V,,,,p,thenT3mustchangeassolidificationoccurs. In orderfor layersto tbrm,
thethreephase.junctionmustoscillatein thex directionin additionto traveling in thez direction,
Vx will varybetweennegativeandpositivevalues.The reasonslbr this lateralmovementare
inherento theperitecticreactionandthecompositionalrelationshipsbetweenthethreephasesat
theirjunction. Both_xand[3rejectsoluteat thesolid-liquid interlace. In this sense,growth in
peritecticsystemsis competitiveratherthancooperativelike in eutecticsystems,wherethetwo
solidphasesexchangesoluteandsolventatomsthroughtheliquid nearthe interface.For otand
[3in theperitecticsystem,thesolutefluxesinto the liquid in fiont of thetwo phasesarenot
equal. This inequalityprovidesadriving forcefor lateralsolutediffusion andthusprovidesa net
forceon thethreephasejunction sothat it shills alongthex axiswith time.
Sorneof the layersin Figures3, 9,and 13exhibit asawtoothshape,whereoneboundary
is angledrelativeto thegrowth axisandtheotherboundaryis perpendicularto thegrowth axis.
This horizontal boundary can be achieved by two diffcrent solidification routes. In the first
route. "F_remains constant, and one solid phase grows very rapidly over the other (IVx]>>V,,p).
This occurrence would imply that the liquid in front of one solid phase somehow became
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undercooledrelativeto theothersolid phase,sothatsufficientdriving forceexistedfor rapid
overgrowth. In thesecondroute,Vx is in thesameorderof magnitudeasV,,,p,andT3dropsto
producetheflat boundary. IfT 3decreases,thenVzbecomeslessthanV_,,,p.Thedropin Vzwill
affectthesoluteprofile in the liquid aheadof the interface.Followingthereasoningof Smithet
al. tbr single phase systems [17], a decrease in interface velocity means that the system has to
adjust to a temporary depletion of solute. For ct and [3 solidifying next to each other, this solute
depletion can be accommodated by preferential growth of the phase which generates more solute
in the liquid. In other words, ot will tend to grow over [3. Examination of the layered regions
containing sawtooth shapes in Figures 3, 9, and 13 indicates that flat boundaries are indeed
associated with ct growing over [3, so that this sequence of events matches some of the features in
the observed microstructures.
Layer boundaries that form at an angle to the growth axis can also be produced through
the two routes mentioned above. IfT_ remains constant, an angled boundary results when V x is
in the same order of magnitude as V,,,p. This situation implies that the liquid composition
provides enough driving force for one phase to solidify in preference to the other, but not at a
rapid rate. IfT_ drops somewhat, an angled boundary will result with _ growing over [3. IfT_
increases, V z will also increase. By similar reasoning as used previously, this increase in
interface velocity' will cause a temporary excess of solute [17], which can be accommodated by
preferential growth of [3 over ct.
For either solidification route, growth of one solid phase in preference to the other will
slow and/or cease if the liquid composition near the three phase junction changes sufficiently.
These changes in liquid composition could be related to perturbations or flows in the liquid near
the interlace, nmvement of the three phase junction through a lateral composition gradient in the
liquid, or shifs in the solute redistribution ahead of the two solids. The compositional variations
present on transverse sections of the 1.0, 1.2, and most likely the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples were
apparently adequate at certain growth velocities to prevent complete domination of one solid
phase over the other, which resulted in continuity for both solids in the growth direction. If one
layer had completely covered the previous layer, then tilrther layered growth would have been
possible only by nucleation of the previous solid phase. This situation may have occurred in the
0.8 and 1.7 wt.% Cd samples tbr the minor phase, which appeared to be isolated. In the case
where T, varies, the relative curvature of the two solids at the three phase junction should also
change. For example, ifT_ is above the peritectic temperature, then c, should be more curved
than [3, so that both solids are in equilibrium with liquid of the same composition. A decrease in
"F_would be accompanied by o_ growth over [3 and an increase in the curvature of [3 relative to c,.
Greater curvature could increase the efl'ectiveness of solute dispersion, so that growth of [3 would
be more competitive with ct. This type of change would lead to slowing or stopping the
solidification of or in preference to [3. Another factor when T_ varies is that the conlposilions of
the phases at the three phase junction should also shift, which would alter the respective solute
fluxes and redistribution. Finally, very low growth velocities seem to disrupt the competitive
growth of or and 13which produces oscillations in the position of the three phase junction. A 1.4
wt.% Cd sample directionally solidified at 1.0 _m/sec contained large aligned grains ofoc and [3
growing next to each other (see Table II). Apparently, solute was very effectively redistributed
in the liquid ahead of the three phase .junction at this growth velocity, so that the force acting on
the ,junction was not sufficient to produce oscillations.
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The results of this study do not prove conclusively whether the temperature at the three
phase junction during layer formation remained constant, varied or showed each type of behavior
in different regions. If the temperature varied, then the relative curvature of the solid phases
should also change. The curvatures of a and f3 were not clear from the quenched interfaces; a
more rapid quenching procedure might provide definitive information. Interface temperature,
interface velocity, and liquid composition near the interface all clearly play a role in layer
development. Any externally induced changes in these parameters should also affect the layers.
Systematic variations in the growth conditions may be one way to gain a better understanding of
the operative layer formation mechanisms.
Summary and Conclusions
1). For the Sn-Cd system under solidification conditions which produced no measurable
longitudinal macrosegregation, the occurrence of oscillating peritectic microstructures and
whether these oscillations were regular and repetitive depended upon both the alloy composition
and the growth velocity. For a growth velocity of 3.8 gm/sec, regular layers were observed for
alloy compositions of 1.0, 1.2, and 1.4 wt.% Cd, while some isolated layers tbrmed for alloy
compositions of 0.8 and 1.7 wt.% Cd. Layer tbrmation became unfavorable between growth
velocities of 3.8 and 6.8 _tm/sec in i.0 and 1.4 wt.% Cd samples as the solid-liquid interface
changed from planar to cellular. Regular layer formation also ceased below growth velocities of
2.8 p.m/sec for a 1.0 wt.% Cd alloy, and 1.6 _.tm/sec lbr a 1.4 wt.% Cd alloy'.
2). The regularly layered microstructures had certain features in common independent of
alloy composition and growth velocity. The primary' c_ phase and the peritectic [3 phase formed
at a mutual interface with the liquid. Layers occurred on only a fraction of the rod cross sections.
so that both solid phases were apparently continuous along the solidification axis. The
compositions of the solids in the layers were approximately' those of the respective phases at thc
peritectic temperature. Compositional variations were present on transverse sections, as
demonstrated by the decreasing Cd content in the (x phase going from the layered region to the
radially adjacent single phase ot region in a 1.0 wt.% Cd sample and by the increasing Cd content
in the [3 phase going from the layered region to the radially adjacent single phase [3 region in a
1.4 wt.% Cd sample. These characteristics suggested that the same formation mechanism was
producing the regular oscillations.
3). The layer wavelengths measured in the regular microstrucmres varied somewhat with
alloy composition and growth velocity. Wavelengths decreased for growth velocities of 2.8 and
3.8 lam/sec as Cd content decreased from 1.4 to 1.0 wt.% Cd. For the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples,
wavelengths varied approximately with the inverse square root of growth velocity.
4). The characteristics of the regularly oscillating microstructures are consistent with a
formation mechanism based on competitive growth of the solid phases at a common interface
with the liquid in the presence of sustained compositional variations on the sample cross
sections. In this case, nucleation is not required for each successive layer. The layered regions
are produced when the three phase junction between c_, [3, and liquid oscillates laterally during
solidification due to imbalances between the solute fluxes in the liquid ahead of the two solids or
due to other variations in the composition of the liquid near the interface. The shape of these
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oscillationswill bea functionof the lateralvelocityof thethreephasejunction andthevertical
velocityof thejunction relativeto the imposedgrowthvelocity,which will be linked to the
temperature at the junction and the liquid composition in the vicinity of the solid-liquid interface.
The relative values of these parameters and their relationship to the consequent layered
microstructures were not clear from the experiments to date. For the microstructures with more
isolated layers, nucleation would be necessary for oscillating peritectic growth if the minor phase
was not continuous in three dimensions.
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Table I. Description of Sn-Cd Samples Directionally Solidified at 3.8 pm/sec
Sample Nominal Comp Fraction Interface Phase Description from
in Wt.% Cd
Number Solid Morphology I,ongitudinal Section
(Meas. Comp.)
27 0.8 0.6 Planar ot with some isolated [3
layers at edges
Test-2 1.0 0.3 No quench I,ayers of at and [3 between
interface at and [3
31 1.0 0.5 Planar Layers ofct and [3 between
(1.0) at and [3
33 1.0 0.5 Planar I,ayers ofc_ and [3 between
(1.0) at and [3
32 1.2 0.5 Planar Layers of at and [3 between
(1.2) at and [3
11 1.4 0.5 Planar at and [3 layers adjacent to
(i .6) 13
14 1.4 0.4 Planar c_ and _ layers adjacent to
(1.3) [3
15 1.4 1.0 No quench at and [3 layers adjacent to
interface [3 tbr first _50 mm
21 1.4 0.4 Planar at and [3 layers adjacent to
(1.4) p
29 1.4 0.5 Planar cx and [3 layers adjacent to
[3
5 1.7 0.6 Planar [3 with some isolated at
(Rod: 1.7) layers
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Table 11. Description of Sn-Cd Samples Directionally Solidified
at Velocities Other Than 3.8 gm/sec
Sample
Number
36
34
35
Nominal Comp
in Wt.% Cd
(Meas. Comp.)
1.0
(1.0)
1.0
1.0
Average
Velocity
(gin/see)
6.8
2.8
1.6
G L
(°C/mm)
17.1
17.0
16.9
Fraction
Solid
0.5
0.5
0.7
Interface
Morph.
Cellular
Planar
Planar
Phase Description
from Long. Section
Cellular or,
intercellular [3
I_ayers of c_ and [3
between ot and [3
c_ with some isolated [3
layers
17 1.4 6.8 17.1 0.5 Cellular Cellular or,
intercellular [_
16 1.4 2.8 17.0 0.5 Planar ct and [3 layers
adjacent to 13
19 1.4 1.9 16.9 0.5 Planar ct and [_ layers
adjacent to [3
18 1.4 1.6 16.9 0.4 Planar c_ and [3 layers
adjacent to [3
28 1.4 1.0 16.9 0.5 Planar c_ and [3, not layers
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Figure 1. Section of the Sn-Cd phase diagram containing the peritectic reaction drawn trom
Reference 14.
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Figure 2. Optical micrographs of a longitudinal section near the center of a Sn- 1.4 wt.% Cd rod
directionally solidified at 3.8 _m/sec (Sample 29) showing the layered region. The light phase is
c¢, and the mottled microconstituent is [3 which has transforrned into a two-phase mixture during
cooling. The micrographs are oriented so that the growth direction is let1 to right.
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Figure3. Opticalmicrographsof a longitudinalsectionnearthecenterof aSn-1.2wt.% Cd rod
directionallysolidifiedat 3.8_m/sec(Sample32)showingthearrangementof phasesin the
layeredregions. Thegrowthdirectionis left to right.
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I1 mm
Figure 4. ()plical micrographs ota transverse section ola Sn-1.0 \vt.% (M rod dircct:_n_!ii,,
solidii]cda13.g.um,scc(Sample33). The section is located approximalcly 35 mm inm_ti_cstar_
otdircctional solidification and 15 mm from the qucnched interlace.
I \ - C_i
Figure 5. Optical micrographs of a longitudinal section near the center of a Sn-1.0 wt.% Cd rod
directionally solidified at 3.8 _.tm/sec (Sample 33) showing the quenched interface in the layered
region. The growth direction is left to right.
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Figure 6. Adjusted layer wavelengths measured parallel to the growth direction for Sn-l.4 wt.%
Cd samples directionally solidified at 3.8 gm/sec (Samples 11, 14, 15, 21, and 29) with a linear
regression fit to the data.
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Figure 7. Adjusted layer wavelengths measured parallel to the growth direction for Sn-1.0 wt.%
Cd samples directionally solidified at 3.8 p.m/sec (Samples Test-2, 31, and 33) with a linear
regression fit to the data.
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Figure 8. Average adjusted wavelengths as a function of alloy composition at a growth velocity
of 3.8 gm/sec. Error bars represent 95% confidence limits.
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End
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Start
Figure 9. Optical micrographs of a longitudinal section near the center ofa Sn-1.0 wt.% Cd rod
directiona[ly solidified at 3.8 pm/sec (Sample 31) showing a layered region in w,hich phase
compositions were measured. The right side of the montage is at the perimeter of the sample
rod, while the left side is closer to the center of the rod. The growth direction is upward. The
starting and ending points are marked for the compositional profile shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Compositional profile in the layered region obtained with an electron microprobe
from a Sn-1.0 wt.% Cd sample directionally solidified at 3.8 lam/sec (see Sample 31 in Figure 9).
Error bars represent 95% confidence limits.
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Figure 1 I. Compositional profile measured with an electron microprobe along a diameter of the
transverse section given in Figure 4 for a Sn-1.0 wt.% Cd sample directionally solidified at 3.8
j.un/sec (Sample 33). The profile starts in the 13 phase (higher Cd content) and progresses into the
(_ phase.
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Figure 12. Average adjusted wavelengths as a function of growth velocity for the Sn-1.0 and -
1.4 wt.% Cd alloys with linear regression fits to the data. Error bars represent 95% confidence
limits.
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Figure 13. Optical micrographs of a longitudinal section near the center ofa Sn-1.2 wt.% Cd
rod directionally solidified at 3.8 pm/sec (Sample 32), showing layers that formed near the wall
(left side of montage) and layers that formed closer to the center of the sample rod. The growth
direction is upward.
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Figure 14. Schematic representation in two dimensions of the layered region near the three
phase (c_, 13,and liquid)junction showing parameters specific to the junction: velocity in the x
direction (Vx), velocity in the z direction (Vz), and temperature (TO.
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The Influence of Imposed Oscillations on the Formation of Layered Microstructures
during Directional Solidification in Peritectic Systems
Introduction
The layered microstructures that can tbrm in peritectic systems during plane front
directional solidification are usually described as alternating layers of primary solid and
peritectic solid oriented perpendicular to the growth direction. A variety of layer formation
mechanisms have been proposed and cited, some based on factors inherent to directional
solidification in the vicinity of the peritectic isotherm [1-10] and others based on perturbations to
growth caused by external factors [11-13]. However, experimental work is still needed to
elucidate the specific path of layer development during solidification for given cases and to
separate intrinsic effects from disturbances in the growth conditions.
Recent research has fbcused on solidification of Sn-Cd alloys during whic
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The Influence of Imposed Oscillations on the Formation of Layered Microstructures
during Directional Solidification in Peritectic Systems
Introduction
The layered microstructures that can form in peritectic systems during plane front
directional solidification are usually described as alternating layers of primary solid and
peritectic solid oriented perpendicular to the growth direction. A variety of layer formation
mechanisms have been proposed and cited, some based on factors inherent to directional
solidification in the vicinity of the peritectic isotherm [1-10] and others based on perturbations to
growth caused by external factors [11-13]. However, experimental work is still needed to
elucidate the specific path of layer development during solidification for given cases and to
separate intrinsic effects from disturbances in the growth conditions.
Recent research has focused on solidification of Sn-Cd alloys during which growth
conditions were maintained at certain levels and external influences were minimized as much as
possible [Sections III and IV and Reference 10]. For this alloy system in which longitudinal
macrosegregation was not detected during solidification upward, the layered regions of the
sample did not fill the entire sample cross section. As a consequence, the _ phase and 13phase
were continuous in the three dimensional sample, so that nucleation was not required for each
successive layer. The layered microstructures appeared to be consistent with oscillatory motion
of the three phase junction between the primary solid, peritectic solid, and the liquid during
solidification. This oscillatory motion could have been achieved by a lateral component to the
velocity of" the three phase.junction in addition to the vertical component. The velocity of the
three phase junction, both lateral and vertical, and the junction temperature are interrelated in a
complex way through the imposed growth velocity and temperature gradient, the solute
distribution in the liquid, and the corresponding phase equilibrium requirements. If the
temperature of the three phase .junction shifts, the vertical component of the junction velocity
would vary from the imposed growth velocity, which would in turn affect the solute distribution
in the liquid. The experimental results from the study of the Sn-Cd system could not confirm
whether the temperature at the three phase junction remained constant or whether it varied.
However, these results suggested that changing the junction temperature by external means could
provide useful information about layer development. In order to better define the active layer
lbrmation mechanism and to examine the influence of external factors on layered
microstructures, a complementary series of Sn-Cd alloys were directionally solidified with an
oscillating furnace temperature.
Materials and Experimental Procedure
The Sn-Cd system was selected for the directional solidification experiments, partly
because the solute element Cd is more dense in the liquid state than Sn, which should minimize
density-driven convective flows when solidification occurs upward. Longitudinal
macrosegregation was not detected at a growth velocity of 3.8 gm/sec in previously reported
work [10]. The peritectic region of interest in the Sn-Cd phase diagram is shown in Figure 1. At
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the peritectic temperature of 223°C, the compositions of the alloys studied (see Table I) fall
between the primary ot composition and the liquid composition. It should be noted that the
peritectic 13phase undergoes a eutectoid transformation during cooling to room temperature; the
resultant two-phase mixture of_z and (Cd) will be referred to as [3 for clarity.
Alloys rods were produced in 100 g batches by melting Sn and Cd of 99.99% purity in
fused silica crucibles that were evacuated and back-filled with Ar (see Section IlI and Reference
10 for more procedural details). These rods were swaged to approximately 5 mm to fit into 6
mm ID fused silica crucibles for directional solidification. In the directional solidification
apparatus (see Reference 15 for a complete description), samples are solidified upward by
moving a furnace and cooling chamber assembly upward at the desired growth velocity relative
to a stationary crucible under an Ar atmosphere. The temperature gradient in the liquid ahead of
the solid-liquid interface was approximately 17°C/ram for these experiments. After rapidly
solidifying tbr the first 20 mm of the sample rod to establish sufficient material in the cold zone
for effective heat transfer, samples were directionally grown for at least 30 mm of the remaining
100 mm length followed by quenching to preserve the solid-liquid interface shape. For the
samples listed in Table I, the solidification conditions employed were such that the solid-liquid
interlaces were macroscopically flat and planar (see examples of quenched interfaces in Sections
Ill and IV and Reference 10). Some of the samples were directionally solidified in the presence
of externally induced temperature oscillations, which were produced by a non-optimized
temperature controller on the furnace. The plot in Figure 2 shows these temperature oscillations
as measured by a thermocouple placed in the liquid zone ofa Sn-Cd sample not far from the
solid-liquid interface when the furnace and cooling chamber assembly were stationary. The
amplitude of the recorded temperature oscillation is on the order of 0.25°C, and the period is
approximately 140 seconds.
Alter directional solidification, the composition of each alloy batch was measured from a
slice of the unmelted section of the sample using inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission
spectrometry (see Table I). The procedure determined Cd contents with 95% confidence limits
of better than +0.1 wt.% Cd. The directionally solidified portions of the sample rods were
sectioned, mounted, ground, and polished using standard techniques and etched with a solution
of 5% nitric acid in lactic acid. Layer wavelengths were measured from longitudinal sections
near the rod centers along lines drawn parallel to the growth direction through the layered
regions. To adjust these measurements for layers missing from a given longitudinal view, the
wavelengths which were greater than twice the average were excluded from the data and the
process iterated until the average remained unchanged. This process was usually repeated no
more than once: all wavelengths reported in the results were checked lbllowing this procedure.
Results
The microstructures that formed in Sn-Cd alloys directionally solidified with an
essentially constant furnace temperature are described in detail in Sections III and IV and
Reference 10: the relevant points can be summarized as follows. Regularly layered
microstructures were observed at a growth velocity of 3.8 gm/sec for alloy compositions of 1.0,
1.2, and 1.4 wt.% Cd (see Table I). Repetitive layers also formed for an alloy composition of 1.0
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wt.% Cd at a growth velocity of 2.8 lam/sec and for an alloy composition of 1.4 wt.% Cd at
growth velocities of 2.8, 1.9, and 1.6 _m/sec. For alloys with Cd levels lower than 1.0 wt.% Cd
or greater than 1.4 wt.% Cd, regular layers were not observed. Growth velocities higher than 3.8
!am/sec precluded layer formation because the solid-liquid interface was no longer planar.
Growth velocities lower than 2.8 gm/sec for 1.0 wt.% Cd samples and 1.6 gm/sec for 1.4 wt.%
Cd samples had planar solid-liquid interfaces but also did not produce regularly layered
microstructures.
The samples listed in Table I provide a direct comparison between microstructures
solidified with a nearly constant furnace temperature and those solidified in conjunction with
furnace temperature oscillations. The influence of these temperature oscillations is most clearly
illustrated by samples which did not exhibit regular layer formation. For an alloy composition of
1.4 wt.% Cd, directional solidification at 1.0 gm/sec with a constant furnace temperature
produced large aligned grains oftx and [3 (see Sample 28 in Figure 3a); externally imposed
temperature oscillations produced small, regularly spaced variations in the position of the tx-[3
boundary (see Sample 22 in Figure 3b). For an alloy composition of 0.8 wt.% Cd, only isolated
layers formed at a growth velocity of 3.8 gm/sec (Sample 27), whereas the same alloy produced
regular layers under the influence of repeated temperature variations (Samples 23 and 26).
The effect of imposed temperature oscillations on the regularly layered microstructures
produced at a growth velocity of 3.8 _tm/sec was more subtle. In the 1.0 wt.% Cd samples
solidified with a constant furnace temperature, the layers occurred as a narrow region of phase
boundary oscillation between a region ofc_ and a region of [3 (see Sample 31 in Figure 4a). In
the presence of furnace temperature oscillations, the arrangement of the phases stayed the same,
but the oscillatory pattern appeared more uniform over longer distances (see Sample 24 in Figure
4b). In the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples solidified with a relatively invariant furnace temperature, the
layered regions were radially adjacent to [3 regions, so that the [3 phase was continuous (see
Sample 29 in Figure 5a). While occasional c_ ligaments joined adjacent o_ layers, electron
backscatter diffraction analyses indicated that orientations were repeated in adjacent cx layers.
which strongly suggested that the c_ phase was interconnected in three dimensions as well [10].
Under the influence of external temperature variations, the ot layers showed a much greater
degree of connectivity in a two dimensional section (see Sample 30 in Figure 5b). This greater
continuity ofct in the two dimensional view might indicate that the movement of the three phase
junction was more restricted. In the case of the 1.2 wt.% Cd alloy, the microstructure developed
through a constant furnace temperature resembled the 1.0 wt.% Cd samples, while the
microstructure formed with furnace temperature oscillations looked similar to the 1.4 wt.% Cd
alloy solidified under tile same conditions. These differences may in part be a sectioning effect.
Some of these microstructural observations can be correlated with the measured
wavelengths. The plots in Figure 6 show the wavelengths determined for 1.0 wt.% Cd samples
solidified at 3.8 gm/sec with a constant furnace temperature (Sample 31) and in the presence of
furnace temperature oscillations (Sample 24). The wavelengths for Sample 31 exhibit a greater
spread of values than those tbr Sample 24; the standard deviation of the values for Sample 31 is
0.13 while the standard deviation for Sample 24 is 0.08. For the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples solidified
at 3.8 gm/sec, the spread in the wavelength values as shown in the plots of Figure 7 was not
affected significantly by the induced temperature oscillations, the standard deviations are 0.19
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and 0.18 for Samples 29 and 30, respectively. The apparent change in the arrangement of phases
for this alloy composition caused by the furnace temperature variations could not be detected in
the measured wavelength values. Comparing Figure 6 and 7, the arrangement of phases in the
higher Cd alloy produced a much greater range of measured wavelengths than in the lower Cd
alloy.
The average adjusted wavelengths as a function of alloy composition at a growth velocity
of 3.8 gm/sec are shown in Figure 8 for the cases of the nearly constant furnace temperature and
the regularly varying furnace temperature. In both cases, the wavelength increased somewhat as
the Cd content increased. From the 95% confidence limits, the values at an alloy composition of
1.4 wt.% Cd are the same for the two temperature conditions, and the wavelengths tbr the 1.0
and the 1.2 wt.% Cd alloys are only slightly different. An average oscillation period can be
calculated for each average wavelength using the growth velocity; these numbers are reported in
Table II. While the period for the 0.8 wt.% Cd alloy is close to the furnace temperature
oscillation period of 140 sec, all of the calculated values are greater than the measured
temperature periodicity.
Discussion
This comparison of Sn-Cd samples directionally solidified with a nearly constant thrnace
temperature with samples grown with an oscillating furnace temperature provides a measure of
the degree to which the external variations can affect the intrinsic phase oscillations. Changing
the furnace temperature should alter the temperature gradient in the liquid and the temperature at
the position of the solid-liquid interface. This shift would provide a driving force for the
interlace to change its relative position, which would in turn change the interthce velocity and the
solute distribution in the liquid ahead of the interface. The magnitude of these changes will
depend upon the amplitude and period of the imposed oscillations with respect to the inherent
oscillations. The amplitude of the temperature swings from the non-optimized controller was no
greater than 0.25°C, while the period was approximately 140 sec. The amplitude of any inherent
temperature changes was not determined, and the period of inherent layer formation varied with
alloy composition but was greater than 140 sec for the cases listed in Table II. When the
intrinsic tendency to form regular layers was not strong, the externally imposed temperature
oscillations dominated layer formation. This type of relationship was observed in the 0.8 wt.%
Cd samples grown at 3.8 _tm/sec (Samples 23, 26, and 27) and the 1.4 wt.% Cd samples grown at
1.0 j.t.,n/sec (Samples 22 and 28). The period calculated lbr Sample 27 was 150 sec, the value
closest to that of the imposed temperature oscillations. When the intrinsic tendency to form
regular layers was strong, the externally imposed temperature oscillations merely exerted a small
influence on layer formation. In this case, the layer periodicity was not affected to a significant
degree by the external temperature variations. However, the spread of measured layer spacings
in the lower Cd samples appeared to be reduced, and the ct phase appeared to be more connected
in the higher Cd samples, which suggested that the temperature oscillations were limiting the
range of movement of the three phase .junction.
These results show that the externally induced temperature variations could couple with
the intrinsic phase oscillations, indicating that temperature changes can play a part in layer
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formation. The extent to which the interface temperature varies in inherent layer development is
still not clear. A quenched interface from one of the samples grown with furnace temperature
oscillations (Sample 24) is shown in Figure 9. In this particular instance, the curved [3 phase is
clearly ahead of and growing over the a phase. The quenched interfaces observed in samples
grown with a constant furnace temperature did not show such a pronounced difference in
position or curvature between the two solids at the three phase junction (see examples in Sections
III and IV and Reference 10). These differences in the appearance of the three phase junction
most likely indicate a modified driving force or a change in the magnitude of the driving force
for layer formation between the two furnace temperature conditions. Cyclic or step changes in
imposed growth velocity should also affect layer formation and might be easier to put into
practice and to interpret. An important point emphasized by the results of this study is the need
to monitor growth parameters such as temperature in the hot zone and cold zone and smoothness
of motion. If variations or perturbations fall into a certain amplitude and frequency range, they
may alter layer formation, possibly in a fairly subtle manner. Changes in layered microstructures
are difficult to discern unless a regular arrangement has first been achieved to serve as a basis for
comparison.
Summary
This study compared the layered microstructures that formed in Sn-Cd alloys
directionally solidified with a nearly constant furnace temperature with those that formed in
conjunction with an oscillating furnace temperature. The amplitude and periodicity of the
temperature oscillations were such that they coupled with the inherent phase oscillations, which
suggests that temperature variations could be a part of intrinsic layer development. The
externally induced temperature variations dominated the layer tbrmation when the inherent
tendency to form regular layers was low and appeared to affect the extent of the three phase
.junction motion when the inherent tendency to form regular layers was strong. Viewed from the
opposite standpoint, these results indicate that layer formation in systems where longitudinal
macrosegregation is not significant can be quite sensitive to variations in growth conditions or to
external perturbations.
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Table I. Description of Directionally Solidified Sn-Cd Samples
Sample
Number
Nominal Comp
in Wt.% Cd
(Meas. Comp.)
• 23 0.8
• 26 0.8
(0.8)
27 0.8
• 24
• Test-I
Test-2
31
33
• 25
32
1.0
1.0
1.0
(1.0)
1.0
(! .0)
1.2
1.2
(1.2)
Average
Velocity
(!am/see)
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
Fraction
Solid
0.5
1.0
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
Phase Description from Longitudinal
Section
Layers of ot and 13between (x and 13
Layers of ot and 13between ct and 13
ot with some isolated 13layers at edges
Layers of ot and [3 between c, and 13
Layers of ot and 13between (_ and 13
Layers of o_ and 13between c_ and 13
Layers of c_ and 13between c_ and 13
Layers of o_ and [3 between ot and [_
Layers of o_and 13between (_ and 13
l,ayers of or and 13between _, and 13
• 22 1.4 1.0 0.5 ct and [3 with sinusoidal boundary
28 1.4 1.0 0.5 ot and 13, not layers
• 30 1.4 3.8 0.6 c_ and 13layers adjacent to 13
(1.4)
l l 1.4 3.8 0.5 o¢ and 13layers adjacent to 13
(1.6)
14 1.4 3.8 0.4 _ and 13layers adjacent to 13
(1.3)
15 1.4 I 3.8 1.0 ot and 13layers adjacent to 13 for first
_50 mm
21 1.4 3.8 0.4 (_ and 13layers adjacent to 13
(1.4)
29 1.4 3.8 0.5 o_ and 13layers adjacent to 13
• Samples which were directlonally solidified with tiirnace temperature oscillations
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Table Ii. Oscillation Periods Calculated for Layered Samples
Grown at 3.8 pm/sec
Alloy Composition
(Wt.% Cd)
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
Period with Constant
Furnace Temp. (sec)
170
170
200
Period with Varying
Furnace Temp. (sec)
150
160
180
200
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235
230
225
0
o_,.
220
E
I--
215
210
\
O°
liquid
o_ + liq
2O5
0 1 2 3
Sn Composition (Wt% Cd)
13+ liq
4 5
Figure 1. Section of the Sn-Cd phase diagram containing the peritectic reaction drawn from
Reference 14.
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Figure 2. Temperature oscillations produced by a non-optimized temperature controller on the
furnace and measured by a thermocouple immersed in a Sn-Cd sample at a growth velocity of
zero.
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a)
CL
• i
b)
Figure 3. Optical micrographs of longitudinal sections near the centers of Sn- 1.4 wt.% Cd rods
directionally solidified at 1.0 Mm/sec, showing the arrangement of phases which developed a)
with a nearly constant furnace temperature in Sample 28 and b) with repetitive variations in the
furnace temperature in Sample 22. The light phase is _x, and the mottled microconstituent is !3
which has transformed into a two-phase mixture during cooling. The micrographs arc oriented
so that the growth direction is upward.
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a)
b)
Figure 4. ()pticalmicrographs_llongitudinalscctlonsncarthecentersofgn_l.Owt.%('drods
dircctionallx solidified at 3.8 lam,,'scc, sho\ving the arrangement of phases which devclopcd a)
\_ith :x nearly constant furnace lcmpcrature in Sample 31 nnd b) with repetitive variations in the
lurnace temperature in %amplc 24. lhc gvm_'th dircclion is upw_ard.
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a)
Figure 5. Optical micrographs of longitudinal sections near the centers of Sn-1.4 wt.% Cd rods
directionally solidified at 3.8 gm/sec, showing the arrangement of phases which developed a)
with a nearly constant furnace temperature in Sample 29 and b) with repetitive variations in the
furnace temperature in Sample 30. The growth direction is upward.
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Figure 5. (continued)
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Figure 6. Adjusted layer wavelengths measured parallel to the growth direction tbr Sn-1.0 wt.%
Cd samples directionally solidified at 3.8 !um/sec with a linear regression fit to the data. Sample
31 was grown with a nearly constant furnace temperature, and Sample 24 was grown with an
oscillating furnace temperature.
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Figure 7. Adjusted layer wavelengths measured parallel to the growth direction liar Sn-1.4 wt.%
Cd samples directionally solidified at 3.8 !am/sec with a linear regression fit to the data. Sample
29 was grown with a nearly constant furnace temperature, and Sample 30 was grown with an
oscillating furnace temperature.
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Figure 8. Average adjusted wavelengths as a function of alloy composition at a growth velocity
of 3.8 gm/sec for a nearly constant furnace temperature and for a regularly varying furnacc
temperature. Error bars represent 95% confidence limits.
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Figure 9. Optical micrographs of a longitudinal section near the center of a Sn-1.0 wt.% Cd rod
that was directionally solidified at 3.8 p.m/sec with an oscillating furnace temperature (Sample
24), showing the quenched interface.
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